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Tinkers construct cheat sheet mod minecraft apk

Cook that in a Furnace.SpongeVanilla MinecraftGo find it in an ocean or somethingSupremiumMystical AgricultureMystical AggraditionsCombine 4 stacks Inferium using InfusionCrystals to make 1 Supremium essence.TitaniumTech RebornVulpes LibraryGalacticraftEach mod has its own way of crafting Titanium.Vibrant AlloyEnder IOCombine 1
Energetic Alloy Ingot and 1Ender Pearl in an Alloy Smelter.ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOTinkers' Construct 1.12.2 Laser Gun MaterialsEnigmatica 2:Expert v1.67Use the tabs at the bottom to sort differentlyTConstruct-1.12.2-2.12.0.157Hold 'Shift' while scrolling to scroll sidewaysplustic-7.1.0.0conarm-1.12.2-1.2.4This page last updated:I finished this page in
about 5 hoursarmoryexpansion-1.3.1August 24th, 2019Pipe PieceTough Tool RodLaser MediumBatteryMaterialAttackDurabilityModMaterialModifierDurabilityModMaterialPowerRangeModMaterialRF CapacityMod ↓ Sorted ↓ ↓ Sorted ↓ ↓ Sorted ↓ ↓ Sorted ↓Infinity407,000AvaritiaReinforced Pink Slime3.22,350Industrial
ForegoingInfinity65100AvaritiaEnd Rod260,000VanillaSupremium15.035,520Mystical AgricultureDesert Myrmex Chitin2.628Ice and FireRefined Glowstone1040MekanismManyullyn120,000Tinkers' ConstructAethium13.52,200Environmental TechDilithium2.628Matter OverdriveEmeradic1024Actually AdditionsBlaze Rod85,000VanillaEvil Infused
Iron13666Tinkers' ConstructDragon Bone2.651Ice and FireDiamatine1024Actually AdditionsFluix Crystal80,000Applied Energistics 2Ionite121,900Environmental TechJungle Myrmex Chitin2.628Ice and FirePalis917Actually AdditionsOsmium80,000MekanismSuperium11.622,670Mystical AgricultureTritanium2.628Matter OverdriveEnd
Rod8.638VanillaRestonia80,000Actually AdditionsDemonic Metal11.180Tinkers' ConstructPink Slime2.52,000Tinkers' ConstructFluix Crystal716Applied Energistics 2Silver75,000Thermal FoundationOsgloglas112,800PlusTicEnergetic Alloy2-800Ender IORefined Obsidian655MekanismNickel75,000Thermal FoundationRefined
Obsidian112,500MekanismInfinity20AvaritiaPsi Gem5.423PsiEnori72,000Actually AdditionsPladium10.51,600Environmental TechBoron1.85136NuclearCraftCertus Quartz514Applied Energistics 2Copper55,000Thermal FoundationAmethyst101.200Biomes O' PlentyAmethyst1.6100Biomes O' PlentyBlaze Rod3.217VanillaStoneN/AVanillaRefined
Glowstone10450MekanismKnightmetal1.5100Twilight ForestPrismarine2.520VanillaIntermedium9.231,380Mystical AgricultureOsgloglas1.5-50PlusTicStoneN/AN/AVanillaKryonite91,300Environmental TechOsmiridium1.530PlusTicVibrant Alloy9220Ender IORefined Obsidian1.5-100MekanismManyullyn8.72820Tinkers' ConstructArdite1.4200Tinkers' ConstructStone cannot be used to make a tool, it's only for making casts in a Smeltery.Dragon Bone8288Ice and FireTitanium1.40Tech RebornOsmiridium81,300PlusTicTitanium1.40Vulpes LibraryEmeradic7.71,400Actually AdditionsSupremium1.35200Mystical AgricultureFiery7.6720Twilight
ForestInvar1.30PlusTicErodium7.51,000Environmental TechMalachite1.3-30Biomes O' PlentyEmerald71,222VanillaPalis1.37Actually AdditionsEnderium7800Thermal FoundationPeridot1.3-30Biomes O' PlentyKnightly71,200Twilight ForestPsi Gem1.3-10PsiSlime (Orange)7600Tinkers' ConstructPsi Metal1.3-10PsiSteeleaf7180Twilight ForestSlime
(Blue)1.3-50Tinkers' ConstructTanzanite7650Biomes O' PlentyConductive Iron1.25100Ender IOPrudentium6.62690Mystical AgricultureDiamatine1.210Actually AdditionsLumium6.5830Thermal FoundationEnori1.2-5Actually AdditionsRuby6.4660Biomes O' PlentyOsmium1.245MekanismSapphire6.4700Biomes O' PlentyPig Iron1.20Tinkers'
ConstructDiamatine6.31,700Actually AdditionsRuby1.20Biomes O' PlentyFluix Crystal6.2700Applied Energistics 2Signalum1.20Thermal FoundationPrismarine6.2430VanillaSponge1.2250VanillaMalachite6.1640Biomes O' PlentyIridium1.15-20Thermal FoundationPeridot6.1640Biomes O' PlentySuperium1.12165Mystical
AgricultureRestonia6.1640Actually AdditionsAlumite1.170PlusTicDark Steel6550Ender IOBone1.150VanillaLitherite6700Environmental TechBronze1.170Thermal FoundationMica6680Environmental TechElectrum1.1-25Thermal FoundationPlatinum6720Thermal FoundationEmeradic1.10Actually AdditionsSteel6540Immersive
EngineeringEmerald1.10VanillaTitanium6560Tech RebornEnchanted Metal1.120Tinkers' ConstructTitanium6560Vulpes LibraryLumium1.140Thermal FoundationTopaz6690Biomes O' PlentyRestonia1.10Actually AdditionsIridium5.8520Thermal FoundationTough Alloy1.1232NuclearCraftOsmium5.8500MekanismCopper1.0530Thermal
FoundationPalis5.8800Actually AdditionsEnderium1.05-5Thermal FoundationAmber5.7730Biomes O' PlentyPlatinum1.05-5Thermal FoundationEnergetic Alloy5.6690Ender IOPulsating Iron1.05250Ender IOAlumite5.5700PlusTicAmber130Biomes O' PlentyBoron Nitride5.51,542NuclearCraftEvil Infused Iron10Tinkers'
ConstructFirewood5.5550Tinkers' ConstructFirewood1-200Tinkers' ConstructReinforced Pink Slime5.52,800Industrial ForegoingFluix Crystal10Applied Energistics 2Enori5.2600Actually AdditionsHard Carbon1311NuclearCraftSignalum5.2690Thermal FoundationMagical Wood125Tinkers' ConstructKnightslime5.1850Tinkers'
ConstructMagnesium149NuclearCraftEnd Steel5400Ender IONickel1-5Thermal FoundationHard Carbon Alloy5996NuclearCraftRedstone Alloy1-5Ender IOInvar5600PlusTicSapphire1100Biomes O' PlentyPsigem5620PsiThaumium130ThaumcraftPsimetal5620PsiTreated Wood135Immersive EngineeringSilver5250Thermal FoundationVoid10Actually
AdditionsTough Alloy5743NuclearCraftWood125VanillaSoulium4.6310Mystical AgricultureIntermedium0.97100Mystical AgricultureBlack Quartz4.5380Actually AdditionsSilver0.9550Thermal FoundationBoron4.5437NuclearCraftAethium0.9-5Environmental TechCertus Quartz4.5250Applied Energistics 2Cobalt0.9100Tinkers'
ConstructInferium4.5345Mystical AgricultureDark Steel0.9150Ender IONickel4.5460Thermal FoundationEnd Steel0.950Ender IOPig Iron4.5380Tinkers' ConstructErodium0.9-5Environmental TechThorium4.5180NuclearCraftIonite0.9-5Environmental TechVoid4.4480Actually AdditionsKryonite0.9-5Environmental TechBase Essence4.33244Mystical
AgricultureLitherite0.9-5Environmental TechNaga Scale4.3460Twilight ForestMica0.9-5Environmental TechThaumium4.25400ThaumcraftObsidian0.9-100VanillaObsidian4.2139VanillaPladium0.9-5Environmental TechCobalt4.1780Tinkers' ConstructRefined Glowstone0.90MekanismConstantan425Thermal FoundationSteel0.9150Immersive
EngineeringIron4204VanillaCactus0.8520VanillaUranium4193Immersive EngineeringEnd (Stone)0.850VanillaArdite3.6990Tinkers' ConstructIron0.8560VanillaBronze3.5430Thermal FoundationNetherrack0.85-150VanillaEnchanted Metal3.5350Tinkers' ConstructSlime (Orange)0.85-200Tinkers' ConstructLead3.5434Thermal FoundationBlack
Quartz0.80Actually AdditionsMagnesium3.5157NuclearCraftCertus Quartz0.880Applied Energistics 2Cactus3.4210VanillaConstantan0.860Thermal FoundationEnd (Stone)3.23420VanillaSoulium0.855Mystical AgricultureCopper3210Thermal FoundationSteeleaf0.8100Twilight ForestElectrum350Thermal FoundationTopaz0.870Biomes O'
PlentyNetherrack3270VanillaUranium0.860Immersive EngineeringStone3120VanillaPrudentium0.7875Mystical AgricultureFlint2.9150VanillaBoron Nitride0.75192NuclearCraftBone2.5200VanillaElectrical Steel0.7580Ender IOElectrical Steel2.25306Ender IOThorium0.7556NuclearCraftC H O C O L A T E225NuclearCraftBase Essence0.765Mystical
AgricultureMagical Wood235Tinkers' ConstructFiery0.7400Twilight ForestPulsating Iron2920Ender IOLead0.7-50Thermal FoundationTreated Wood225Immersive EngineeringSlime (Green)0.70VanillaWood235VanillaTanzanite0.70Biomes O' PlentySlime (Blue)1.8780Tinkers' ConstructInferium0.6350Mystical AgricultureSlime
(Green)1.81,000VanillaFlint0.6-60VanillaRedstone Alloy1.5120Ender IOPrismarine0.6-150VanillaConductive Iron1.25106Ender IOIron Alloy0.510Ender IOIron Alloy150Ender IOKnightslime0.5500Tinkers' ConstructPink Slime12,000Tinkers' ConstructManyullyn0.5250Tinkers' ConstructSoularium11,555Ender IOSoularium0.51,500Ender IOProsperity
Shard0.136Mystical AgricultureStone0.5-50VanillaPaper0.0512VanillaVibrant Alloy0.5-50Ender IOSponge01,050VanillaDemonic Metal0.25100Tinkers' ConstructDesert Myrmex Chitin-1160Ice and FireProsperity Shard0.238Mystical AgricultureDilithium-1160Matter OverdriveC H O C O L A T E0.158NuclearCraftJungle Myrmex Chitin-1160Ice and
FirePaper0.15VanillaPlastic-11,500Industrial ForegoingPlastic0.11,500Industrial ForegoingTritanium-1160Matter OverdriveABCDEFGHIJKLMNOTinkers' Construct 1.12.2 Laser Gun MaterialsEnigmatica 2:Expert v1.67Use the tabs at the bottom to sort differentlyTConstruct-1.12.2-2.12.0.157Hold 'Shift' while scrolling to scroll sidewaysplustic7.1.0.0conarm-1.12.2-1.2.4This page last updated:I finished this page in about 5 hoursarmoryexpansion-1.3.1August 24th, 2019Pipe PieceTough Tool RodLaser MediumBatteryMaterialAttackDurabilityModMaterialModifierDurabilityModMaterialPowerRangeModMaterialRF CapacityMod↓ Sorted ↓↓ Sorted ↓ ↓ Sorted ↓ ↓ Sorted
↓Infinity407,000AvaritiaReinforced Pink Slime3.22,350Industrial ForegoingInfinity65100AvaritiaEnd Rod260,000VanillaSupremium15.035,520Mystical AgriculturePink Slime2.52,000Tinkers' ConstructRefined Obsidian655MekanismManyullyn120,000Tinkers' ConstructOsgloglas112,800PlusTicSoularium0.51,500Ender IORefined
Glowstone1040MekanismBlaze Rod85,000VanillaReinforced Pink Slime5.52,800Industrial ForegoingPlastic0.11,500Industrial ForegoingEnd Rod8.638VanillaFluix Crystal80,000Applied Energistics 2Superium11.622,670Mystical AgricultureKnightslime0.5500Tinkers' ConstructEmeradic1024Actually AdditionsOsmium80,000MekanismRefined
Obsidian112,500MekanismFiery0.7400Twilight ForestDiamatine1024Actually AdditionsRestonia80,000Actually AdditionsAethium13.52,200Environmental TechHard Carbon1311NuclearCraftPsi Gem5.423PsiSilver75,000Thermal FoundationPink Slime12,000Tinkers' ConstructSponge1.2250VanillaPrismarine2.520VanillaNickel75,000Thermal
FoundationIonite121,900Environmental TechPulsating Iron1.05250Ender IOPalis917Actually AdditionsEnori72,000Actually AdditionsDiamatine6.31,700Actually AdditionsManyullyn0.5250Tinkers' ConstructBlaze Rod3.217VanillaCopper55,000Thermal FoundationPladium10.51,600Environmental TechTough Alloy1.1232NuclearCraftFluix
Crystal716Applied Energistics 2StoneN/AVanillaSoularium11,555Ender IOSupremium1.35200Mystical AgricultureCertus Quartz514Applied Energistics 2Boron Nitride5.51,542NuclearCraftBoron Nitride0.75192NuclearCraftStoneN/AN/AVanillaPlastic-11,500Industrial ForegoingSuperium1.12165Mystical AgricultureEmeradic7.71,400Actually
AdditionsDark Steel0.9150Ender IOIntermedium9.231,380Mystical AgricultureSteel0.9150Immersive EngineeringStone cannot be used to make a tool, it's only for making casts in a Smeltery.Kryonite91,300Environmental TechBoron1.85136NuclearCraftOsmiridium81,300PlusTicAmethyst1.6100Biomes O'
PlentyEmerald71,222VanillaKnightmetal1.5100Twilight ForestAmethyst101.200Biomes O' PlentyConductive Iron1.25100Ender IOKnightly71,200Twilight ForestSapphire1100Biomes O' PlentySponge01,050VanillaIntermedium0.97100Mystical AgricultureErodium7.51,000Environmental TechCobalt0.9100Tinkers' ConstructSlime
(Green)1.81,000VanillaSteeleaf0.8100Twilight ForestHard Carbon Alloy5996NuclearCraftDemonic Metal0.25100Tinkers' ConstructArdite3.6990Tinkers' ConstructCertus Quartz0.880Applied Energistics 2Pulsating Iron2920Ender IOElectrical Steel0.7580Ender IOKnightslime5.1850Tinkers' ConstructPrudentium0.7875Mystical
AgricultureLumium6.5830Thermal FoundationAlumite1.170PlusTicManyullyn8.72820Tinkers' ConstructBronze1.170Thermal FoundationEnderium7800Thermal FoundationTopaz0.870Biomes O' PlentyPalis5.8800Actually AdditionsBase Essence0.765Mystical AgricultureCobalt4.1780Tinkers' ConstructIron0.8560VanillaSlime (Blue)1.8780Tinkers'
ConstructConstantan0.860Thermal FoundationTough Alloy5743NuclearCraftUranium0.860Immersive EngineeringAmber5.7730Biomes O' PlentyThorium0.7556NuclearCraftFiery7.6720Twilight ForestSoulium0.855Mystical AgriculturePlatinum6720Thermal FoundationDragon Bone2.651Ice and FireSapphire6.4700Biomes O'
PlentyBone1.150VanillaFluix Crystal6.2700Applied Energistics 2Silver0.9550Thermal FoundationLitherite6700Environmental TechEnd Steel0.950Ender IOAlumite5.5700PlusTicInferium0.6350Mystical AgriculturePrudentium6.62690Mystical AgricultureMagnesium149NuclearCraftTopaz6690Biomes O' PlentyOsmium1.245MekanismEnergetic
Alloy5.6690Ender IOLumium1.140Thermal FoundationSignalum5.2690Thermal FoundationTreated Wood135Immersive EngineeringMica6680Environmental TechOsmiridium1.530PlusTicEvil Infused Iron13666Tinkers' ConstructCopper1.0530Thermal FoundationRuby6.4660Biomes O' PlentyAmber130Biomes O' PlentyTanzanite7650Biomes O'
PlentyThaumium130ThaumcraftMalachite6.1640Biomes O' PlentyDesert Myrmex Chitin2.628Ice and FirePeridot6.1640Biomes O' PlentyDilithium2.628Matter OverdriveRestonia6.1640Actually AdditionsJungle Myrmex Chitin2.628Ice and FirePsigem5620PsiTritanium2.628Matter OverdrivePsimetal5620PsiMagical Wood125Tinkers' ConstructSlime
(Orange)7600Tinkers' ConstructWood125VanillaEnori5.2600Actually AdditionsEnchanted Metal1.120Tinkers' ConstructInvar5600PlusTicCactus0.8520VanillaTitanium6560Tech RebornDiamatine1.210Actually AdditionsTitanium6560Vulpes LibraryIron Alloy0.510Ender IODark Steel6550Ender IOProsperity Shard0.238Mystical
AgricultureFirewood5.5550Tinkers' ConstructC H O C O L A T E0.158NuclearCraftSteel6540Immersive EngineeringPalis1.37Actually AdditionsIridium5.8520Thermal FoundationPaper0.15VanillaOsmium5.8500MekanismInfinity20AvaritiaVoid4.4480Actually AdditionsTitanium1.40Tech RebornNickel4.5460Thermal FoundationTitanium1.40Vulpes
LibraryNaga Scale4.3460Twilight ForestInvar1.30PlusTicRefined Glowstone10450MekanismPig Iron1.20Tinkers' ConstructBoron4.5437NuclearCraftRuby1.20Biomes O' PlentyLead3.5434Thermal FoundationSignalum1.20Thermal FoundationPrismarine6.2430VanillaEmeradic1.10Actually AdditionsBronze3.5430Thermal
FoundationEmerald1.10VanillaEnd (Stone)3.23420VanillaRestonia1.10Actually AdditionsEnd Steel5400Ender IOEvil Infused Iron10Tinkers' ConstructThaumium4.25400ThaumcraftFluix Crystal10Applied Energistics 2Black Quartz4.5380Actually AdditionsVoid10Actually AdditionsPig Iron4.5380Tinkers' ConstructRefined
Glowstone0.90MekanismEnchanted Metal3.5350Tinkers' ConstructEnd (Stone)0.850VanillaInferium4.5345Mystical AgricultureBlack Quartz0.80Actually AdditionsSoulium4.6310Mystical AgricultureSlime (Green)0.70VanillaElectrical Steel2.25306Ender IOTanzanite0.70Biomes O' PlentyDragon Bone8288Ice and FireEnori1.2-5Actually
AdditionsNetherrack3270VanillaEnderium1.05-5Thermal FoundationSilver5250Thermal FoundationPlatinum1.05-5Thermal FoundationCertus Quartz4.5250Applied Energistics 2Nickel1-5Thermal FoundationBase Essence4.33244Mystical AgricultureRedstone Alloy1-5Ender IOVibrant Alloy9220Ender IOAethium0.9-5Environmental
TechCactus3.4210VanillaErodium0.9-5Environmental TechCopper3210Thermal FoundationIonite0.9-5Environmental TechIron4204VanillaKryonite0.9-5Environmental TechBone2.5200VanillaLitherite0.9-5Environmental TechUranium4193Immersive EngineeringMica0.9-5Environmental TechSteeleaf7180Twilight ForestPladium0.9-5Environmental
TechThorium4.5180NuclearCraftPsi Gem1.3-10PsiDesert Myrmex Chitin-1160Ice and FirePsi Metal1.3-10PsiDilithium-1160Matter OverdriveIridium1.15-20Thermal FoundationJungle Myrmex Chitin-1160Ice and FireElectrum1.1-25Thermal FoundationTritanium-1160Matter OverdriveMalachite1.3-30Biomes O'
PlentyMagnesium3.5157NuclearCraftPeridot1.3-30Biomes O' PlentyFlint2.9150VanillaOsgloglas1.5-50PlusTicObsidian4.2139VanillaSlime (Blue)1.3-50Tinkers' ConstructStone3120VanillaLead0.7-50Thermal FoundationRedstone Alloy1.5120Ender IOStone0.5-50VanillaConductive Iron1.25106Ender IOVibrant Alloy0.5-50Ender IODemonic
Metal11.180Tinkers' ConstructFlint0.6-60VanillaElectrum350Thermal FoundationRefined Obsidian1.5-100MekanismIron Alloy150Ender IOObsidian0.9-100VanillaProsperity Shard0.136Mystical AgricultureNetherrack0.85-150VanillaMagical Wood235Tinkers' ConstructPrismarine0.6-150VanillaWood235VanillaArdite1.4-200Tinkers'
ConstructConstantan425Thermal FoundationFirewood1-200Tinkers' ConstructC H O C O L A T E225NuclearCraftSlime (Orange)0.85-200Tinkers' ConstructTreated Wood225Immersive EngineeringEnergetic Alloy2-800Ender IOPaper0.0512VanillaABCDEFGHIJTinkers' Construct 1.12.2 Shuriken MaterialsEnigmatica 2:Expert v1.62Use the tabs at the
bottom to sort differentlyTConstruct-1.12.2-2.12.0.135Hold 'Shift' while scrolling to scroll sidewaysnot all of these materials make knife bladesplustic-7.0.5.2so that means I can't just copy-pasteconarm-1.12.2-1.2.3I gotta manually go through all the materials UGHarmoryexpansion-0.2.0To determine how much damage a shuriken will do use this
equation: S=(0.7xN)+1.7N=Average Damage of all 4 Knife Blades used.S=Shuriken's DamageChaotic, Awakened and Infinity knife blades DO NOT follow this rule however.Material NameDurabilityAttack DamageAethium2,20013.5Alumite7005.5Amber7305.7Amethyst1,20010Ardite9903.6Awakened5,00035Base Essence2444.33Black
Quartz3804.5Bloodwood5505Blue Slime7801.8Bone2002.5Boron4374.5Bronze4303.5C H O C O L A T E252Cactus2103.4Certus Quartz2504.5Chaotic10,00048Cobalt7804.1Conductive Iron1061.25Constantan254Copper2103Cubic Boron Nitride1,5425.5Dark Steel5506Darkwood3503Demonic Metal8011.1Diamatine1,7006.3Dreadium1,1508Electrical
Steel3062.25Electrum503Elementium5406Emeradic1,4007.7Emerald1,2227Enchanted Metal3503.5End (Stone)4203.23End Steel4005Enderium8007Energetic Alloy6905.6Enori6005.2Erodium1,0007.5Evil Infused Iron66613Fiery7207.6Firewood5505.5Flint1502.9Fluix Crystal7006.2Fusewood4304Ghostwood3002.5Hard Carbon
Alloy9965Inferium3454.5Infinity7,00040Intermedium1,3809.23Invar6005Ionite1,90012Iridium5205.8Iron2044Iron Alloy501Knightly1,2007Knightslime8505.1Kryonite1,3009Lead4343.5Litherite7006Livingwood502.8Lumium8306.5Magical Wood352Magma
Slime6007Magnesium1573.5Malachite6406.1Manasteel5406Manyullyn8208.72Mica6806Mirion1,9199Naga Scale4604.3Netherrack2703Nickel4604.5Obsidian1394.2Osgloglas2,80011Osmiridium1,3008Osmium5005.8Palis8005.8Paper120.05Peridot6406.1Pig Iron3804.5Pink Slime2,0001Pladium1,60010.5Plastic1,5001Platinum7206Prismarine4306.2Prosperity Shard360.1Prudentium6906.62Psigem6205Psimetal6205Pulsating Iron9202Redstone Alloy1201.5Refined Coralium9007Refined Glowstone45010Refined Obsidian2,50011Reinforced Pink
Slime2,8005.5Restonia6406.1Ruby6606.4Sapphire7006.4Signalum6905.2Silver2505Slime1,0001.8Soularium1,5551Soulium3104.6Sponge1,0500Steel5406Steeleaf1807Stone1203Superium2,76011.62Supremium5,52015.03Tanzanite6507Terrasteel1,5626.5Thaumium4004.25Thorium1804.5Titanium5606Titanium5606Topaz6906Tough
Alloy7435Treated Wood252Uranium1934Vibrant Alloy2209Void4804.4Wood352Wyvern2,00015ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQTinkers' Construct 1.12.2 Bow MaterialsAll The Mods v5.9.8dThis Page Last UpdatedUse the tabs at the bottom to sort differentlyTConstruct-1.12.2.10.1.87August 20th, 2019Hold 'Shift' while scrolling to scroll sidewaysplustic6.5.2.0V V V V V V VAll 3 of these sections are ordered in the actual best order. Doesn't stack past +0.5 Raw Damage3BoneBoronNitrideSqueakyWorks the exact same as silk touch but tool now does 0 damage.It does LESS damage than punching, which is 0.5.Miscellaneous3SpongeStiffBlocking with a battlesign deals 0.3 hearts of damage to the
attacker, while also knocking them back.Defence3SteelBoronThermal InversionApplies slowness for 2 seconds to mobs hit in all normal/hot biomes. A ‘Glowball’ has the same light level as a Torch (15).Miscellaneous6LumiumElementalWhen a gravity affected block is broken, all identical blocksabove it are also broken at the cost of just 1 durability.
(Top=Best, Bottom=Worst)V V V V V V VBow LimbBowstringArrow ShaftFletchingMaterialDurabilityDrawspeedRangeDamageModMaterialModifierModMaterialModifierAmmoModMaterialModifierAccuracyMod ↓ Sorted ↓ ↓ Sorted ↓ ↓ Sorted ↓ ↓ Sorted ↓Reinforced Pink Slime2,8000.074.73Industrial ForegoingFlamestring1.2NaturaSugar
Cane1.520VanillaTitanium1.3100%Tech RebornPink Slime2,0000.074.73Tinkers' ConstructString1VanillaNaga Scale1.420Twilight ForestTitanium1.3100%Vulpes LibraryPlastic1,5000.054.22.5Industrial ForegoingSlimevine (Blue)1Tinkers' ConstructTreated Wood1.20Immersive EngineeringSlimeleaf (Blue)1.2580%Tinkers'
ConstructChaotic10,0000.43424Draconic EvolutionSlimevine (Pink)1Tinkers' ConstructAmber15Biomes O' PlentySlimeleaf (Orange)1.2580%Tinkers' ConstructPulsating Iron92043.56Ender IOVines1VanillaLivingwood16BotaniaSlimeleaf (Pink)1.2580%Tinkers' ConstructAethium2,2002.63312Environmental TechHemp Fiber1Immersive
EngineeringWood10VanillaInvar1.15100%Thermal FoundationIonite1,9002.6338Environmental TechSoularium0.75Ender IOEnderium11.2Thermal FoundationRaven's Feather1.1595%Twilight ForestInfinity7,0000.52.816AvaritiaTNT0.950VanillaNickel1.0595%Thermal FoundationAwakened5,0000.532.820Draconic
EvolutionIce0.950VanillaFeather1100%VanillaDark Steel5503.332.59Ender IOBone0.95VanillaSteeleaf0.8100%Twilight ForestEnd Steel4003.332.59Ender IOBlaze Rod0.83VanillaLeaf1.550%VanillaSupremium5,5200.752.357.32Mystical AgricultureFiery0.80Twilight ForestPladium1,6002.042.26.5Environmental TechEnd Rod0.71VanillaTough
Alloy01.822.25NuclearCraftSteeleaf0.610Twilight ForestOsmiridium1,3002.632.0510PlusTicWyvern2,0000.62211Draconic EvolutionDiamatine1,7001.43211Actually AdditionsImportant Notes!!!Terrasteel1,5621.82211BotaniaEmeradic1,4000.9127Actually AdditionsKnightslime8502.522Tinkers' ConstructWhen making a bow with 2 bowlimbs of
different materials, the stats of the final Bow is determined by averaging the values between the bowlimbs.Steel5402.529Immersive EngineeringFor Example; when using a Chaotic Bowlimb with a Wyvern Bowlimb.....Naga Scale4601.6720Twilight ForestFusewood4301.4327NaturaChaotic BowlimbFinal BowWyvern BowlimbHard Carbon
Alloy0225NuclearCraft10,000 Durability>> -4,000 >>6,000 DurabilityDurability1ManyullynLight MetalIncreases mining speed and attack speed by 20%Mining/Attack Speed6TitaniumUnnaturalIncreases Mining speed by quite a bit*** for every level it isabove the required mining level. Quartz (Damage) and Lapis (Looting)5 Modifiers worth of 50
Redstone eachTool is now unbreakableonly effects the bow if you use it as a melee weapon.250 Redstone in totalNotesTo Emboss a tool, put it into a Tool Forge, and combine it with; 1 Gold Block and 3 different color Slime Crystals (1 green, 1 blue, 1 orange) and any tool part that would go into that tool. Using multiple parts with Writable DOES NOT
add any more than 1 extra modifier.Modifier3PaperProsperityShardABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQTinkers' Construct 1.12.2 Weapon/Tool Material TraitsAll The Mods v5.9.8dEnigmatica 2:Expert v1.62Use the tabs at the bottom to sort differentlyIf a cell has a little triangle in the top-right corner,hover your mouse over the cell to read the notes.TConstruct1.12.2-2.12.0.135Hold 'Shift' while scrolling to scroll sidewaysplustic-7.0.5.2conarm-1.12.2-1.2.3These colors help to show which parts any material has any specific trait as.armoryexpansion-0.2.0"Raw damage" adds a flat amount of damage.Measured on a scale of 1-10Has Trait asall 3Has Trait asHandle+ExtraHas Trait asOnly HeadHas Trait asOnly
HandleHas Trait asOnly Extra"Damage" requires special conditions or has varying amounts.10 = Fantastic 1 = Really BadTrait NameWhat the Trait doesTrait typeUsefulnessMaterials that have the TraitDark TravelerNearby mobs randomly take large amounts of damage. So I reload it and the same thing happens, so what I’m trying to say is that
there aren’t a lot of packs or mods. I had nothing to do.Hytale - EventuallyFeel free to add/msg me anywhere if you want.Me to FINALLY be done this mf'ing spreadsheet - probably neverI'm currently teaching myself how to 3D model in Blender.Here I'm going to post my finished projectsSnowman - 2 Hours About a 50% chance to gain 2 hearts from
killing a mob.Miscellaneous3KryonitePeridotPetramorHas about a 25% chance when mining to not use durability.Durability3Energetic AlloyArditeLitheriteSplinteringConsecutive hits deal +0.5 attack damage. Using multiple parts with Writable DOES NOT add any more than 1 extra modifier.Modifier3PaperProsperityShardAlienTool gains 3 new stats
(only visible in Armor Station) that increase*slowly while wearing it. Embossment does not require a modifier.Armor (added with Constructs Armory and Armory Expansion)MaterialSpecial Bonus'CoreBest = SupremiumBest durability and defence stats2nd Best = OsgloglasVery good durability and defence statsPlatesBest = Reinforced Pink SlimeBest
durability and defence stats2nd Best = Pink Slime2nd best durability and defence statsTrimBest = RubyWhen withered, all nearby mobs take 30% of their current hp in damage everysecond. Embossment does not require a modifier.Lumber Axe/ExcavatorThere's not very many special traits that are super important to have on a Lumber
Axe/Excavator. They just put it in a different order so that it looks like there is a lot.(don’t get this app it’s a waste of time) Ultimate Tinkers' Construct 1.12.2 Material GuideABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQHere is the answer to "What is the best material to use?"All of this was created by u/FlamingWedge on RedditIf you just want the answer to "what is the

best material" and don't want to deal with the bullshit, here it is.These are based on mid-game materials. Effect lasts 5 seconds.Status Effect4InfinityAmethystAwakenedAquadynamicTool mines normal speed underwater and slightly faster when raining.Mining Speed4PrismarineSapphireAutosmeltHarvested blocks get smelted. Embossment does not
require a modifier.Adding a Soulium sword blade as an embossment instead of as the actual Sword Blade is a great way to make a (much more damaging) 'Soulium Dagger'.Pickaxe/Axe/ShovelMaterialSpecial Bonus'Pickaxe Head (Head)Best = OsgloglasUse to set home point. You are allowed to use the mod in your modpack. doesn't work on mobs,
unable to test in Singleplayer.Damage6PladiumSuperheatDeals +35% bonus damage to enemies on fire.Damage6FieryMagma Slime(Orange)TerrafirmaHeals the player when holding it. Place the mod file downloaded (.jar or .zip) into the Mods folder.5. Run Minecraft, and you should now see the new mod installed in the list!Top 8 Best Java Seeds
1.16.5 for Minecraft in 2021Top 5 best Shaders 1.16.5 for Minecraft | Minecraft 1.16.5 ShadersTop 12 Best Mods 1.16.5 for Minecraft | Best Minecraft Mods 1.16 in 2021 .Tinkers’ Construct Mod 1.16.5 is a great mod for building, repairing and even modifying tools and weapons in Minecraft. When activating, it immediately removes 10 from the max
durability of the tool. +2 Attack Damage (2 hearts) outside Twilight Forest.Raw Damage/Mining Speed6Naga ScaleSteeleafFieryKnightly(Knightmetal)Hail HydraWhen taking damage you get absorption 4 (90 sec).Nearby hostile mobs take explosion damage when you're holding the tool.Status Effect9ChaoticNature's PowerAfter attacking a mob, 20%
chance to do any of the following: Give player Speed 1 (5 sec), Strength 1 (5 sec) or set target on fire (3 sec)Status Effect6TopazTerrafirmaHeals the player when holding it. PlusTic as well as the rest of Landmaster's mods were taken down. A ‘Glowball’ has the same light level as a Torch (15).Miscellaneous6LumiumHail HydraWhen taking damage
you get absorption 4 (90 sec).Nearby hostile mobs take explosion damage when you're holding the tool.Status Effect9ChaoticHe who must not Be Named +1 attack damage for every mob of the same type within 8 blocksof the target. Effect decays and resets over time.Mining Speed1EezoSolariumUnstableHas ~5% chance when breaking a block or
attacking a mob to cause an explosion slightly larger than that of a Creeper. So choosing the right trait is important.I believe Molten Restonia would be better than Molten Signalum, however Restonia cannot be smelted, so it doesn't work.Katana #1 (Submitted by Cat on Head)MaterialSpecial Bonus'Large Blade #1Best = RestoniaWhen you're at full
health, +70% attack damageLarge Blade #2Best = OsgloglasAll hits on Players and Bosses are CritsTough BindingBest = MicaCrits +20% attack damageTough Tool RodBest = SignalumThe more health the target has lost, the more damage you do.EmbossmentBest = Manyullyn +50% damage to targets at full healthNote: Has to be Tough Binding or
Tough Tool Rod for Cold-BloodedFinal Stats (Before Modifiers)NotesDurability1,911 DurabilityBase Damage8.35 DamageBase Modifiers3Modifiers to AddFirst PrioritySecond PriorityAny Other1 DiamondMax out Quartz (Damage)Max out Redstone (Attack Speed) - 5 Modifiers worth of 50 Redstone each - 250 Redstone in total.Adds +1 attack damage
and5 Modifiers worth of 72 Quartz each1 Emerald - Adds +50% max durability +500 durability360 Quartz in totalNecrotic Bone - Restores HP when dealing damageFinal Stats (After Modifiers)NotesDurability3,366 DurabilityCan almost kill the Wither in 4 hitsBase Damage15.28 DamageNotesThe reason Supremium isn't used here is because it for
some reason simply does less overall damage despite the base damage being higher, however I will be making an alternate sword using a Supremium Sword Blade below for those who don't have Environmental Tech's Mica in their modpacks.To Emboss a tool, put it into a Tool Forge, and combine it with; 1 Gold Block and 3 different color Slime
Crystals (1 green, 1 blue, 1 orange) and any tool part that would go into that tool. (bug?) READ NOTE ->Durability1ManyullynMusic of the SpheresPress to open a 1-slot gui that can only hold music disks. Bonus damage vs players, unable to test in singleplayer.Status Effect7ErodiumEmeradicChaoticWell-EstablishedBlocks mined and mobs killed
using this tool give slightly more xp.Utility3CopperOsmiumWhisperingWill occasionally say in chat random 'demonic' messages. Once you stop mining, the increase resets.Mining Speed4CobaltToughAlloyStoneboundThe lower your tools durability, the faster it mines. (bug?)Status Effect5UraniumSlimeyHas a small chance to spawn a small slime at
your feet. Effect only lasts 3 seconds after you stop attacking.Status Effect4TanzaniteFruit SaladPress to open a 5-slot gui that can hold ONLY fruits.Miscellaneous1.1KryoniteGlobal TravellerShift+Right click a block with an inventory to instantly teleport mined blocks and mob drops into it. When you attack a mob, they are struck by
lightning.Miscellaneous4Ionite(RIP)SlimeyWhen killing a mob or breaking a block, there is a small chance to spawna baby (green) slime at the mob’s feet, or in place of the broken block.Miscellaneous4Slime(Green)Slime(Blue)Slime(Pink)ReinforcedPink SlimeBaconliciousHas a VERY low chance of dropping a piece of bacon when hittinga mob.
(Top=Best, Bottom=Worst)V V V V V V VBow LimbBowstringArrow ShaftFletchingMaterialDurabilityDrawspeedRangeDamageModMaterialModifierModMaterialModifierAmmoModMaterialModifierAccuracyMod ↓ Sorted ↓ ↓ Sorted ↓ ↓ Sorted ↓ ↓ Sorted ↓Plastic1,5000.054.22.5Industrial ForegoingFlamestring1.2NaturaSugar
Cane1.520VanillaTitanium1.3100%Tech RebornReinforced Pink Slime2,8000.074.73Industrial ForegoingString1VanillaNaga Scale1.420Twilight ForestTitanium1.3100%Vulpes LibraryPink Slime2,0000.074.73Tinkers' ConstructSlimevine (Blue)1Tinkers' ConstructTreated Wood1.20Immersive EngineeringSlimeleaf (Blue)1.2580%Tinkers'
ConstructIron Alloy500.330.50Ender IOSlimevine (Pink)1Tinkers' ConstructAmber15Biomes O' PlentySlimeleaf (Orange)1.2580%Tinkers' ConstructRedstone Alloy1200.40.40Ender IOVines1VanillaLivingwood16BotaniaSlimeleaf (Pink)1.2580%Tinkers' ConstructChaotic10,0000.43424Draconic EvolutionHemp Fiber1Immersive
EngineeringWood10VanillaInvar1.15100%Thermal FoundationInfinity7,0000.52.816AvaritiaSoularium0.75Ender IOEnderium11.2Thermal FoundationRaven's Feather1.1595%Twilight ForestAwakened5,0000.532.820Draconic EvolutionTNT0.950VanillaNickel1.0595%Thermal FoundationWyvern2,0000.62211Draconic
EvolutionIce0.950VanillaFeather1100%VanillaBloodwood5500.621.47NaturaBone0.95VanillaSteeleaf0.8100%Twilight ForestGhostwood3000.621.12NaturaBlaze Rod0.83VanillaLeaf1.550%VanillaLumium8300.671.84Thermal FoundationFiery0.80Twilight ForestRuby6600.671.44Biomes O' PlentyEnd Rod0.71VanillaElectrical Steel3060.670.91Ender
IOSteeleaf0.610Twilight ForestConductive Iron1060.670.91.25Ender IOElectrum500.6714Thermal FoundationPaper120.670.4-1VanillaImportant Notes!!!Restonia6400.711.75.7Actually AdditionsMalachite6400.711.44Biomes O' PlentyPeridot6400.711.44Biomes O' PlentyWhen making a bow with 2 bowlimbs of different materials, the stats of the final
Bow is determined by averaging the values between the bowlimbs.Steeleaf1800.711.84Twilight ForestFor Example; when using a Chaotic Bowlimb with a Wyvern Bowlimb.....Prosperity Shard360.710.63-1.2Mystical AgricultureMirion1,9190.741.55.5PlusTicChaotic BowlimbFinal BowWyvern BowlimbSupremium5,5200.752.357.32Mystical
Agriculture10,000 Durability>> -4,000 >>6,000 DurabilityMining Speed7Energetic AlloyDark SteelEnd SteelKnightslimeReinforcedPink SlimeVindictiveHas a 20% chance to heal the player by either 1 or 1/2 heart for every hit.Bonus damage vs players, unable to test in singleplayer.Status Effect7ErodiumEmeradicChaoticBotanicalHead adds 2
modifiers - Handle/Extra adds 1 modifierAll 3 adds 3 modifiersModifier6LivingwoodChunkyHas a chance for killed mobs to drop a mob chunk when killed. More pieces with thistrait, the further your reach.Miscellaneous7IronNickelMoldable2 parts with this trait gives Moldable 2 which gives +2 modifiers.1 part with this trait gives Moldable 1 which
gives +1 modifier.Miscellaneous7CHOCOLATEPridefulHas about about a 25% chance when attacked to greatly reduce damage taken for 5 seconds at the cost of using x2 durability.Special Defence Bonus7ManyullynHard CarbonSkeletalAdds 0.5 toughness to each armor piece.Special Defence Bonus7BoneSpinyDeals damage to the attacker at the
cost of durabilityDamage7CactusBoron NitrideTastyWhen hunger goes down, 5 durability will be used on a random pieceyou fill your hunger by 1/2 bar.Miscellaneous/Durability7Pig IronCHOCOLATEAmbitiousYou gain x2 XP for mob kills.Miscellaneous6CopperTough AlloyBoronNitrideAquaspeedYou swim at normal walking/sprinting speed in
water.doesn't seem to do anything in rain. Despite thedescription, the tool doesn't actually reduce attack damage. Has about an 80% chance to heal the player for 0.5 or 1 heart.Status Effect4MalachiteErodiumNick of TimeUse to set a spawnpoint. In this case, you would want to put either a Signalum Tool Rod or a Soulium Sword Blade onto it.
Embossment does not require a modifier.CrossbowMaterialSpecial Bonus'Bow LimbBest = DiamatineDamage (11) - Range (2) - Drawspeed (1.43 sec) - Durability (1,700)↕↕ Both are very good materials ↕↕2nd Best = SupremiumDamage (7.32) - Range (2.35) - Drawspeed (0.75 sec) - Durability (5,520)Dad: Put's car in reverse*sigh* "this takes me
back"Tough Binding (Extra)Best = RestoniaWhen you're at full health, +70% attack damageTough Tool Rod (Handle)Best = Reinforced Pink SlimeBest durability2nd Best = Pink Slime2nd best durabilityBowstringBest = Flamestring1.2x durability multiplier - no special traits (Added with Natura)2nd Best = String1x durability multiplier - no special
traitsEmbossmentSignalum Bow LimbThe more health the target has lost, the more damage you do.Final Stats (Before Modifiers)(Best Materials)NotesBonus Damage16.5 DamageDrawspeed is the number of seconds it takes to fully draw the bow. The code says it should to something on right-click, but it's not doing anything.N/AN/ATritoniteTinkers'
Construct 1.12.2 Armor Material TraitsThese colors help to show which parts any material has any specific trait as."Raw Defence Bonus" just increases defence passively.Measured on a scale of 1-10Has Trait asall 3Has Trait asPlates/TrimHas Trait asCoreHas Trait asPlatesHas Trait asTrim"Special Defence Bonus" has special conditions.10 =
Fantastic 1 = Really BadTrait NameWhat the Trait doesTrait typeUsefulnessMaterials that have the TraitAbsorbentYou take about 25% less damage when in water/rain.Miscellaneous7SpongeAlienTool gains 3 new stats (only visible in Armor Station) that increase* slowly while wearing it. When you attack a mob, they are struck by
lightning.Miscellaneous4IoniteCheapTool gains extra durability from repairing.Durability4StoneCheapskateTool has about 20% less (max) durability when it has the Cheapskate trait.Durability1Fake-Iron(Iron Alloy)StoneChunkyHas a chance for killed mobs to drop a mob chunk when killed.Drop chance seems to be consistent with a normal Soulium
Dagger.Utility6SouliumCold-BloodedTool does 50% more damage to targets at full health.Raw Damage6ManyullynCrude +5% damage vs unarmored targets. Setup: Run [gradle]in the repository root: gradlew[.bat] [setupDevWorkspace|setupDecompWorkspace] [eclipse|idea] Build: Run [gradle]in the repository root: gradlew[.bat] build If obscure
Gradle issues are found try running gradlew clean and gradlew cleanCache Issue reporting Please include the following: Minecraft version Tinkers' Construct version Forge version/build Versions of any mods potentially related to the issue Any relevant screenshots are greatly appreciated. Raw Damage5Myrmex ChitinHollowHas a small chance to
cause mobs hit to be frozen in place and unable to attack. It will be much more effective against other bosses as well.Cleaver (Boss/Player Killer)MaterialSpecial Bonus'Large Blade (Head)OsgloglasAll hits on Players and Bosses are CritsLarge Plate (Head)MicaCrits +20% attack damageTough Rod #1 (Handle)SignalumThe more health the target has
lost, the more damage you do.Tough Rod #2 (Extra)RestoniaWhen you're at full health, +70% attack damage.EmbossmentBest: Manyullyn Tough Rod +50% damage to targets at full health2nd Best: Titanium Tough Rod +20% attack speedFinal Stats (Before Modifiers)NotesDurability4,392 DurabilityCan kill the Wither in 4 hitsBase Damage17.86
Attack DamageWhen creating the sword, try switching which slot the tough rods are in. More pieces with thistrait, the further your reach.Miscellaneous7IronNickelMoldable2 parts with this trait gives Moldable 2 which gives +2 modifiers.1 part with this trait gives Moldable 1 which gives +1 modifier.Miscellaneous7CHOCOLATEMundaneGives
bonus protection against unarmed attackers.Special Defence Bonus5FlintPetravidityHas about a 10% chance to repair 3-5 durability when taking damage if you're standing near stone.Durability5ArditePoisonousIs supposed to give poison to attackers but doesn't. Ready installed Minecraft Forge.2. Download a Forge compatible mod from url
download, or anywhere else!3. I will NOT be deleting this spreadsheet so don't worry about that.Base Modifiers2 ModifiersModifiers to AddFirst PrioritySecond PriorityThird PriorityAny Other1 DiamondMax out Quartz (Damage)Redstone (Attack Speed) is unnecessary, but still usefulAdds +1 attack damage and5 Modifiers worth of 72 Quartz
eachLapis (Fortune) doesn't work on Bosses +500 durability360 Quartz in totalFeb 12th, 2021 (From Cat on Head)I FOUGHT THROUGH THE HEAVY TRAFFICK AND MADE THE GODDAMN KATANA PAGE STOP ASKING REEEEEEEEEEEEEFinal Stats (After Modifiers)NotesDurability3,798 Durability or UnbreakableCan kill the Wither in 4 hitsBase
Damage22.59 Attack DamageEmbossmentTo Emboss a tool, put it into a Tool Forge, and combine it with; 1 Gold Block and 3 different color Slime Crystals (1 green, 1 blue, 1 orange) and any tool part that would go into that tool. The color of the slime spawned depends on the color of slime
used.Miscellaneous5Slime(Green)Slime(Blue)Slime(Pink)SuperhotGives you speed 4 while you're on fire.Status Effect5Magma Slime(Orange)SynergyWill repair itself if you have Steeleaves in your Hotbar.The more steeleaves you have in your hotbar, the faster it repairs.Durability5SteeleafWitheringAttackers receive Wither 1 for 2 seconds dealing 2
damage (1heart).Status Effect5ThoriumAutoforgeWhen on fire, repairs each piece by 1 durability per damage tick.While in lava, repairs each piece by 3 durability per damage tick.Durability4Magma Slime(Orange)CheapTool gains extra durability from repairing.Durability4StoneEnderportI would assume it has a chance to teleport you away
whenattacked, but doesn't seems to be doing anything.Miscellaneous4End(End Stone)Good FridayAgreementIron Golems will not attack you while you're wearing this armor.Miscellaneous4EmeraldInvariantDisables terrain damage from nearby explosionsMiscellaneous4InvarLightweightGives a speed bonus equal to a little less than Speed 1
whilewearing a full set with this trait.Status Effect4CobaltHard CarbonWritableTool gains +1 modifier. The only change in stats is ~450 durability, all other stats stay the same.Modifiers to AddFirst PrioritySecond PriorityAny Other1 DiamondMax out Quartz (Damage)Max out Redstone (Attack Speed) - 5 Modifiers worth of 50 Redstone each - 250
Redstone in total.Adds +1 attack damage and5 Modifiers worth of 72 Quartz each1 Emerald - Adds +50% max durability +500 durability360 Quartz in totalFinal Stats (After Modifiers)NotesDurability7,088 DurabilityCan kill the Wither in 3 hits (super close to 2 hits though)Base Damage27.4 Attack DamageLongsword (Normal Mob 1Shot'er)MaterialSpecial Bonus'Sword Blade (Head)Best = SupremiumHas a 1/300 chance to drop Prosperity ShardsHas a 40% chance to not use durability2nd Best = OsgloglasAll hits on Players and Bosses are CritsUse to set home point. 8,000/12,000 durability does 33 Damage (16.5 hearts) to an
Enderman.Damage/Durability10PrismarineShieldingAbout 25% resistance to Poison/Wither damage.Special Defence Bonus8LeadShockingThis is the tool version of the Shocking trait, and does not applyto armor.N/AN/AAmberSkeletalAdds 0.5 toughness to each armor piece.Special Defence Bonus7BoneSlimeyHas a small chance to spawn a small
slime at your feet. There doesn't seem to be a limit.Damage8Void Crystal (Void)SlashingCritical hits gain +20% extra damage.Damage8MicaSpadesWhen you are at full health = tool's normal damageWhen you are at 1/2 heart = tool’s normal damage x 2.2Damage8PalisSassyAll hits on players and bosses are critical
hits.Damage8RefinedGlowstoneOsgloglasRude AwakeningAll damage ignores armor (mobs only).Damage7AwakenedMorgan Le FayEach hit has a chance to add 0-5 extra damage 'Gaussian Distributed'. READ NOTE ->Utility4FieryFirewoodCHAD ThunderWhile holding this tool, non-terrain damaging lightning strikes happen allaround you. That's
kinda why I started this whole project in theSubnautica: Below Zero (Full Release) - eventuallyfirst place. Doesn't stack past +0.5Raw Damage3BoneBoronNitrideTwilit +2 Mining Speed in Twilight Forest. If the player is currently holding the cursed tool or weapon, the curse chance increases 10x faster than when not holding it. (old 1.7.10 IMCs can
be found here: Setting up a Workspace/Compiling from Source Note: Git MUST be installed and in the system path to use our scripts. Each consecutive hit increases effect up to level 5. They stop after about 30 mins.Damage/Mining Speed/Damage5End SteelEnd(End Stone)IridiumAnti-CorrosionAbout a 5% chance every tick to remove poison effect
while holding the tool.Status Effect3TitaniumPlatinumEnoriOsmiridiumApocalypse3 consecutive hits will inflict the target with up to Wither 3, adding1 level of Wither per hit. NOTE -> Raw Damage8PrismarineBoronNitrideSassyAll hits on players and bosses are critical hits.Damage8RefinedGlowstoneOsgloglasSlashingCritical hits gain +20% extra
damage.Damage8MicaSpadesWhen you are at full health = tool's normal damageWhen you are at 1/2 heart = tool’s normal damage x 2.2Damage8PalisBrown MagicPress to set spawnpoint. (bug?) READ NOTE ->Durability1ManyullynJaggedTool starts gaining +0.025 attack damage for every point of durability lost, but increase gets less and less the
higher the bonus gets. Overall, it's a net loss of xp.Miscellaneous2EezoFractureMines 1-10 blocks in a straight line from any block you break. a chance when mining to use 1-4 durability per use.Durability2TriberiumGarishlyMobs killed have a chance to drop Blaze Powder and Blaze Rods.Utility5IgnitzGlimmerHas about a 10% chance when breaking a
block or attacking a mob to give you night vision for 25-45 seconds.Utility5UruLumixHeroicI'm pretty sure it's supposed to give you Strength when you're about to die, but instead it crashes my game. I have no idea of where to even start testing with this trait. Every hit from then on, the tool will do 1x to 10x more damage per hit (varies between hits).
Modify all the things, then do it again! Melt down any metals you find. 6,000 durability is about 5 durability/min.Durability4TreatedWoodLivingwoodWoodFlammableBlocking attacks blocks any fire damage that would be inflicted to you and getting hit sets the attacker on fire while holding this tool.Defence4FierySoulariumMagma
Slime(Orange)FreezingFirst hit applies Slowness 1 to the target. The signing is for informational purposes only. Press to teleport to it.Utility7InfinityOsgloglasWyvernAwakenedPsicologicalUses PSI instead of durabilityDurability5PsimetalPsigemRude AwakeningAll damage ignores armor (mobs only).Damage7AwakenedUnnaturalIncreases Mining
speed by quite a bit*** for every level it isabove the required mining level. READ NOTE ->Utility8WyvernAwakenedBloody MaryDeals increasing damage depending on how much health the target has lost. Jar Signing Some jars from our build servers may be signed. READ NOTE->Mining Speed5Naga ScaleSharpMobs hit with this tool will take 7 ticks
of 'bleeding' damage similar to poison for 4 seconds and lose 2.25 hearts (0.31 hearts per damage tick).Status Effect5SteelHardCarbonRubyStalwartHitting an entity can make you feel Emboldened.Has about a 5% to 10% chance to give you Resistance III.Status Effect5Knightly(Knightmetal)StarfishyUse to set a spawnpoint. Press to teleport to
it.Utility7InfinityOsgloglasWyvernAwakenedChunkyHas a chance for killed mobs to drop a mob chunk when killed. Nothing is certain, but if modpacks move to using another mod as a PlusTic substitute, then I'll probably end up making a new spreadsheet (which I will have linked here) for all the new materials. -1 >>3 Range Modifier>17.5 Bonus
Damage>3 Range Modifier>17.5 Bonus Damage12.912Environmental TechRefined Obsidian1.5-100MekanismConductive Iron250Ender IODiamatine1,7005 - Cobalt86.3Actually AdditionsArdite1.4-200Tinkers' ConstructDark Steel250Ender IOPladium1,600READ NOTE ->11.610.5Environmental TechBloodwood1.4-60NaturaElectrum250Thermal
FoundationTerrasteel1,5625 - Cobalt96.5BotaniaTerrasteel1.410BotaniaPulsating Iron250Ender IOSoularium1,5551 - Stone11Ender IOTitanium1.40Tech RebornSponge250Vanilla(Cubic) Boron Nitride1,542READ NOTE ->125.5NuclearCraftTitanium1.40Vulpes LibraryWyvern240Draconic EvolutionPlastic1,5001 - Stone6-1Industrial
ForegoingSupremium1.35200Mystical AgricultureAethium227Environmental TechDragonsteel1500READ NOTE ->717Ice and FireSlime (Blue)1.3-50Tinkers' ConstructIonite227Environmental TechEmeradic1,4005 - Cobalt87.7Actually AdditionsDarkwood1.3-5NaturaSuperium225Mystical AgricultureIntermedium1,3804 - Obsidian11.089.23Mystical
AgricultureInvar1.30PlusTicSlime (Blue)200Tinkers' ConstructKryonite1,300READ NOTE ->10.39Environmental TechMalachite1.3-30Biomes O' PlentyFiery200Twilight ForestOsmiridium1,3005 - Cobalt6.88PlusTicPalis1.37Actually AdditionsPink Slime200Industrial ForegoingEmerald1,2225 - Cobalt77VanillaPeridot1.3-30Biomes O' PlentyDragon
Bone200Ice and FireDreadium1,1506 - Manyullyn148AbyssalcraftPsigem1.3-10PsiPladium198Environmental TechAmethyst1,1005 - Cobalt68Biomes O' PlentyPsimetal1.3-10PsiBloodwood170NaturaSponge1,0501 - Stone3.020VanillaDragon Bone1.3130Ice and FirePig Iron170Tinkers' ConstructErodium1,0004 - Obsidian97.5Environmental
TechConductive Iron1.25100Ender IOKryonite169Environmental TechSlime (Green)1,0001 - Stone4.241.8VanillaElementium1.25150Botania(Cubic) Boron Nitride160NuclearCraftHard Carbon Alloy996READ NOTE ->115NuclearCraftKnightly1.25100Twilight ForestRefined Obsidian160MekanismArdite9905 - Cobalt3.53.6Tinkers'
ConstructManasteel1.25150BotaniaEnd Steel150Ender IOPulsating Iron9202 - Iron62Ender IODiamatine1.210Actually AdditionsFirewood150Tinkers' ConstructKnightly9005 - Cobalt76Twilight ForestEnori1.2-5Actually AdditionsIntermedium150Mystical AgricultureRefined Coralium9005 - Cobalt127AbyssalcraftOsmium1.245MekanismMagma
Slime150Tinkers' ConstructKnightslime8504 - Obsidian5.85.1Tinkers' ConstructPig Iron1.20Tinkers' ConstructPlastic150Industrial ForegoingLumium8305 - Cobalt76.5Thermal FoundationRuby1.20Biomes O' PlentyRedstone Alloy150Ender IOManyullyn8205 - Cobalt7.028.72Tinkers' ConstructSignalum1.20Thermal FoundationSilver150Thermal
FoundationEnderium8005 - Cobalt7.57Thermal FoundationSponge1.2250VanillaMyrmex Chitin150Ice and FirePalis8005 - Cobalt7.55.8Actually AdditionsIridium1.15-20Thermal FoundationErodium140Environmental TechSlime (Blue)7801 - Stone4.031.8Tinkers' ConstructLivingwood1.1520BotaniaVoid140Actually AdditionsCobalt7805 Cobalt124.1Tinkers' ConstructSuperium1.12165Mystical AgricultureKnightslime125Tinkers' ConstructTough Alloy743READ NOTE ->105NuclearCraftAlumite1.170PlusTicSapphire120Biomes O' PlentyAmber7305 - Cobalt4.65.7Biomes O' PlentyBone1.150VanillaLitherite111Environmental TechFiery7204 - Obsidian7.26.6Twilight
ForestBronze1.170Thermal FoundationThaumium111ThaumcraftPlatinum7205 - Cobalt86Thermal FoundationElectrum1.1-25Thermal FoundationAbyssalnite100AbyssalcraftAlumite7005 - Cobalt6.85.5PlusTicEmeradic1.10Actually AdditionsAmber100Biomes O' PlentyFluix Crystal7004 - Obsidian76.2Applied Energistics
2Emerald1.10VanillaAmethyst100Biomes O' PlentyLitherite7004 - Obsidian7.76Environmental TechEnchanted Metal1.120Extra Utilities 2Copper100Thermal FoundationSapphire7005 - Cobalt56.4Biomes O' PlentyGhostwood1.10NaturaDreadium100AbyssalcraftEnergetic Alloy6904 - Obsidian2.55.6Ender IOLumium1.140Thermal
FoundationGhostwood100NaturaPrudentium6903 - Diamond8.016.62Mystical AgricultureMirion1.140PlusTicInvar100PlusTicSignalum6904 - Obsidian7.55.2Thermal FoundationRestonia1.10Actually AdditionsLead100Thermal FoundationTopaz6905 - Cobalt66Biomes O' PlentyTough Alloy1.1232NuclearCraftOsgloglas100PlusTicMica6804 Obsidian5.56Environmental TechCopper1.0530Thermal FoundationPalis100Actually AdditionsEvil Infused Iron6665 - Cobalt1313Extra Utilities 2Enderium1.05-5Thermal FoundationPrismarine100VanillaRuby6605 - Cobalt4.66.4Biomes O' PlentyPlatinum1.05-5Thermal FoundationPrudentium100Mystical AgricultureTanzanite6505 - Cobalt37Biomes O'
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as.armoryexpansion-1.3.1"Raw damage" adds a flat amount of damage.Measured on a scale of 1-10Has Trait asall 3Has Trait asHandle+ExtraHas Trait asHead+ExtraHas Trait asOnly HeadHas Trait asOnly HandleHas Trait asOnly Extra"Damage" requires special conditions or has varying amounts.10 = Fantastic 1 = Really BadTrait NameWhat the
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when using this tool, even if it isn't the correct tool.Mining Speed6KnightslimeDark TravelerNearby mobs randomly take large amounts of damage. Use to teleport to it.Use on an inventory (chest) for blocks mined to be teleported into it.Tool Binding (Extra)Best = Enchanted Metal4x XP boost from mining blocks and killing mobs.2nd Best = Fluix
CrystalUse to capture a mob inside your tool, and to release it.Tool Rod (Handle)Best = Reinforced Pink SlimeExtreme durability increaseIncreases mining speed the higher it's mining level is above the required one.2nd Best = Pink SlimeNot quite as extreme durability increase but still greatEmbossmentBest = Copper Tool RodAll blocks mined/mobs
killed give slightly more XP. I gave up at ~40,000 kills with ~+1,500 damage Damage10NihiliteSuper HeavyTool starts to mine 'slightly' slower the more you use it. Raw Damage3BoneFreezingFirst hit applies Slowness 1 to the target. If that is the case, you will need to find the folder manually. The color of the slime spawned depends on the color of
slime used.Miscellaneous5Slime(Green)Slime(Blue)Slime(Pink)SpinyDeals damage to the attacker at the cost of durabilityDamage7CactusBoron NitrideSteadyHas about a 50% chance to negate knockback when attacked.Miscellaneous6SteelTough AlloySubterraneanUses about 25% less durability when below Y=62.Durability6ArditeSuperhotGives
you speed 4 while you're on fire.Status Effect5Magma Slime(Orange)SynergyWill repair itself if you have Steeleaves in your Hotbar.The more steeleaves you have in your hotbar, the faster it repairs.Durability5SteeleafTastyWhen hunger goes down, 5 durability will be used on a random pieceyou fill your hunger by 1/2
bar.Miscellaneous/Durability7Pig IronCHOCOLATETerrafirmaHeals you while wearing the armor dependant on how many pieces you're wearing that have this trait.Status Effect8EmeraldThaumicDoes not add any modifiers to armor.N/AN/AThaumiumUpliftingWhen attacked, you get Regen 3 for 5 seconds.Status Effect8CHOCOLATEVengefulHas
about a 30% chance when attacked to give the attacker weakness for 4 seconds.Status Effect6ManyullynVoltaicAfter you receive 22 hits, your armor 'charges' and the next hit will deal 8 damage (4 hearts) to all nearby targets.Damage6ElectrumWitheringAttackers receive Wither 1 for 2 seconds dealing 2 damage (1heart).Status
Effect5ThoriumWritableTool gains +1 modifier. (bug)Miscellaneous6AquamarineAridiculousGives 'slightly' better protection when in desert/nether biomes.Raw Defence Bonus6NetherrackBlessedUndead mobs receive 15 seconds of weakness when they attackyou.Status Effect6SilverMagnesiumBouncyWhen you fall from 2+ blocks, you bounce the
same way Tinkers'Construct slime boots bounce you.Miscellaneous6Slime(Green)Slime(Blue)CalcicDrinking Milk gives you Regen 4 (20 sec) and repairs each armor piece by 10 durability.Status Effect/Durability6BoneDramaticHas a small chance to heal the wearer when taking fatal damage.Special Defence Bonus6KnightslimeDunans TransportWhen
mounted, you get Strength 1 for 1:30.Status Effect6AlumiteFeatherweightReduces fall damage dependant on how many pieces with thistrait you are wearing.Special Defence Bonus6CobaltMagnesiumHeavyCompletely negates knockback for yourself.Miscellaneous6LeadThoriumUraniumInfernalGives 'slightly' better protection against non-nether
mobs.Raw Defence Bonus6NetherrackSteadyHas about a 50% chance to negate knockback when attacked.Miscellaneous6SteelTough AlloySubterraneanUses about 25% less durability when below Y=62.Durability6ArditeVengefulHas about a 30% chance when attacked to give the attacker weakness for 4 seconds.Status Effect6ManyullynVoltaicAfter
you receive 22 hits, your armor 'charges' and the next hit will deal 8 damage (4 hearts) to all nearby targets.Damage6ElectrumBaconliciousHas about a 15% chance of dropping a Tinkers' Construct bacon.Miscellaneous5Pig IronCam Dai BayIs supposed to apply your negative effects to the attacker if you're blocking but doesn't (bug?).Status
Effect5AlumiteCombustibleWhen you're on fire, any mobs within 6 blocks of you are also lit on fire.Effect lasts 4 seconds dealing 8 damage (4 hearts).Damage5FirewoodDenseYour armor lasts longer when it has less durability.Durability5BronzeBoronIridiumDuritaeTool has about a 40% chance to not use durability.Durability5ObsidianMundaneGives
bonus protection against unarmed attackers.Special Defence Bonus5FlintPetravidityHas about a 10% chance to repair 3-5 durability when taking damage if you're standing near stone.Durability5ArditePoisonousIs supposed to give poison to attackers but doesn't. Any modpack which uses Tinkers' Construct takes full responsibility for user support
queries. There doesn't seem to be a limit.Damage8Void Crystal (Void)HeartsWhen you are at 1/2 heart = tool's normal damage +3.5%When you are at full health = tool’s normal attack damage +70%Damage9RestoniaHeavyWhile holding a tool with the Heavy trait, you will receive NO knockback.Defence5LeadHeavy-MetalIncreased knockback and
applies slowness 3 for 5 seconds totarget.Status Effect5PlatinumHell-ish +4 Damage vs non-nether mobs Raw Damage6SoulariumNetherrackHoly +5 Attack Damage vs undead enemies. READ NOTE->Mining Speed5Naga ScaleProsperousHas about a 1/300 chance of dropping a prosperity shard whenmining a
block.Utility6BaseEssenceInferiumPrudentiumIntermediumSuperiumSupremiumPsicologicalUses PSI instead of DurabilityDurability7PsimetalPsigemRude AwakeningAll damage ignores armor (mobs only).Damage7AwakenedSassyAll hits on players and bosses are critical hits.Damage8RefinedGlowstoneOsgloglasSharpMobs hit with this tool will take
7 ticks of 'bleeding' damage similar to poison for 4 seconds and lose 2.25 hearts (0.31 hearts per damage tick).Status Effect5SteelHardCarbonRubyShockingRunning, breaking blocks and hitting things charges your tool.Once charged, the next mob you hit or block you break discharges it.Utility4Electrical
SteelRedstoneAlloyElectrumAmberSlashingCritical hits gain +20% extra damage.Damage8MicaSlimeyWhen killing a mob or breaking a block, there is a small chance to spawn a baby (green) slime at the mob’s feet, or in place of the broken block.Miscellaneous4Slime(Green)Slime(Blue)Slime(Pink)ReinforcedPink SlimeSpadesWhen you are at full
health = tool's normal damageWhen you are at 1/2 heart = tool’s normal damage x 2.2Damage8PalisSpikyWhen mobs attack you while you are holding a tool with the Spiky trait the attacker takes damage equal to the attack damage of the tool itself.Defence6CactusSplinteringLevel 1: Adds +0.15 damage every hit for 7 consecutive hits where it
maxes out at +0.9 damage. Linked inventory does not need to be chunk loaded.Utility6EnderiumPlatinumPsimetalInfinityOsgloglasAlumiteAwakenedProsperousHas about a 1/300 chance of dropping a prosperity shard when mining a block.Utility6BaseEssenceInferiumPrudentiumIntermediumSuperiumSupremiumDirectTeleports mined blocks directly
into your inventory.Utility5VibrantAlloyNick of TimeUse to set a spawnpoint. In this case, you would want to put either a Manyullyn Tough Binding or Tough Tool Rod onto it. READ NOTE->Mining Speed5Naga ScaleAquadynamicTool mines normal speed underwater and slightly faster when raining.Mining
Speed4PrismarineSapphireMomentumMining blocks consecutively increases mining speed. It seems to work on most (if not all) drops and mobs still drop xp.Utility9TerraxSoftyI'd assume it's supposed to heal you when mining dirt, but I mined 500 blocks and didn't heal at all....N/AN/ABasaltSoul EaterEvery kill using this tool adds ~+0.0375 damage
to the tool. Quartz (Damage) and Lapis (Looting)5 Modifiers worth of 50 Redstone eachTool is now unbreakableonly effects the bow if you use it as a melee weapon.250 Redstone in totalNotesI accidentally found this, and I'm not sure it's supposed to be this way. (bug?)Status Effect3ConstantanVindictiveHas a 20% chance to heal the player by either 1
or 1/2 heart for every hit.Bonus damage vs players, unable to test in singleplayer.Status Effect7ErodiumEmeradicChaoticBlind BanditHas about a 50% chance to spawn a 'Blind Bandit' whenever youattack or are attacked while holding this tool. Use to teleport to it.Use on an inventory (chest) for mob drops to be teleported into it.Less attack damage
than SupremiumHand Guard (Extra)RestoniaWhen you're at full health, +70% attack damageTool Rod (Handle)Best = MicaCrits +20% attack damage2nd Best = Reinforced Pink SlimeExtreme durability increaseEmbossmentBest = Manyullyn Tool Rod +50% damage to targets at full health2nd Best = Titanium Tool Rod +20% attack speed↓↓ Great
for collecting mob chunks ↓↓Utility = Soulium Sword BladeMobs killed have a chance to drop a Mystical Agriculture Mob Chunk.Final Stats (Before Modifiers)(Best Materials)NotesDurability5,296 DurabilityAfter the bonus' from the materials used, each hit will do 65 damage (32.5 hearts)(non-crit).Base Damage18.07 Attack DamageIf you jump and
crit the target, you do 96 damage (43 hearts)(non-armored target).Base Modifiers2 ModifiersModifiers to AddFirst PrioritySecond PriorityThird PriorityAny Other1 DiamondMax out Quartz (Damage)Max out Lapis (Looting)Adds +1 attack damage and5 Modifiers worth of 72 Quartz each1 Modifier of 360 Lapis +500 durability360 Quartz in totalFinal
Stats (After Modifiers)NotesDurability5,796 DurabilityBase Damage26.83 Attack DamageEmbossmentUsing a Longsword gives a little more damage than a Broadsword and lets you lunge forward when you hold right click.To Emboss a tool, put it into a Tool Forge, and combine it with; 1 Gold Block and 3 different color Slime Crystals (1 green, 1 blue,
1 orange) and any tool part that would go into that tool. Combine that with Sand in anInduction Smelter.Slime LeafTinkers' ConstructUse shears on the leaves of thetrees on any of the Slime Islands.SoulariumEnder IOCombine 1 Gold Ingot with 1 Soul Sandin an Alloy Smelter.SouliumMystical AgricultureMystical AggraditionsCraft 4 Soul Sand with 5
Stone to make8 Soul Stone. About a 50% chance to gain 2 hearts from killing a mob.Miscellaneous3KryonitePeridotSqueakyWorks the exact same as silk touch but tool now does 0 damage.It does LESS damage than punching, which is 0.5.Miscellaneous3SpongeFruit SaladPress to open a 5-slot gui that can hold ONLY
fruits.Miscellaneous1.1KryoniteEvil AuraWhen holding the tool, any grass or dirt paths you walk on willturn into dirt.Miscellaneous1Evil InfusedIronMusic of the SpheresPress to open a 1-slot gui that can only hold music disks. We can just talk here without clutteringAge:21the other sheets.Location:(close to) Edmonton, Alberta, CanadaEmail:ethan.optimus1234@gmail.comReddit:u/FlamingWedgeMinecraft:Optimus_1234_Xbox:Not Optimus1234Discord: Optimus_1234_Thanos vs Ricardo + Randy OrtonI'm comfortable sharing this information because I know ya'll aregreat people. When you attack a mob, they are struck by lightning.Miscellaneous4Ionite(RIP)CheapTool gains extra
durability from repairing.Durability4StoneEcologicalSlowly repairs itself for free at a speed dependant on how much durability it has. Embossment does not require a modifier.ABCDEFGHIJKLMNIf there is over 100 people viewing a spreadsheet at the same time, Google puts new users into "HTML View" which greatly limits the functionality of the
sheet.You can tell if you are in HTML View if the spreadsheet doesn't show with the function bar at the top of the screen. It also has near-instant drawspeed and the best range in the game.ArrowMaterialSpecial Bonus'Arrow Head (Head)Best = SupremiumHas a 1/300 chance to drop Prosperity ShardsHas a 40% chance to not use durability2nd Best
= OsgloglasAll hits on Players and Bosses are CritsArrow ShaftSugar Cane (Reeds)1.5x ammo and +20 bonus ammo (highest ammo bonus)Choose any of these arrow shafts. Once this has finished you will see a success message.3. Launch Minecraft and select the Forge profile then click Play.4. You should now see the Minecraft Forge text in the lower
left hand corner and a Mods button below Multiplayer.If so, congratulations, you have successfully installed Minecraft ForgeMinecraft mods 1.16.4Minecraft mods 1.16.5 Okay so as in the title I saw a lot of good reviews, but this does not work on p.e so just putting that out there. Raw Damage6RedstoneAlloyConductiveIronFlintLitheriteBlack
QuartzVoid(Void Crystal)CrumblingBlocks that do not require a tool (Wool, Dirt, Wood) to be mined with be mined faster when using this tool, even if it isn't the correct tool.Mining Speed6KnightslimeDuritaeTool has about a 40% chance to not use durability.Durability6ObsidianSupremiumRefined ObsidianEnderferencePrevents Endermen from
Teleporting.At level 1 this effect lasts 5 seconds.Utility6Dark SteelEnd SteelEnd(End Stone)EnderiumExperience BoostGives 4x more XP when mining and attacking.Utility6EnchantedMetalGlobal TravellerShift+Right click a block with an inventory to instantly teleport mined blocksand mob drops into it. The higher the damage applied, the less
likely.Damage1CactusArcaneHas a very small chance to repair the tool by ~5 durability on use during the night.Durability3AuroriumVioliumBERSERKWhen activated, multiplies mining speed and damage by 4, but has a 20% chance every 8 ticks to damage the max durability of the tool, and on the other 80% chance, it just damages the tool. Okay now
this is the real issue... Reload to refresh your session. In this case, you would want to put either an Osgloglas Tool Rod, Inferium Tool Rod or a Vibrant Alloy Tool Rod onto it.Doing this, gives all the traits of the material being used onto the tool while keeping all traits currently applied. Level 1 = 1/2 heart every 2 sec, Level 2 = 1/2 heart every 1 sec,
Level 3 = 1/2 heart every 0.5 sec.Status Effect6TerrasteelEmeraldTwilit +2 Mining Speed in Twilight Forest. In this case, you would want to put a Copper Tough Tool Rod onto it. Effect only lasts 3 seconds after you stop attacking.Status Effect4TanzaniteLightweightIncreases Mining Speed and Attack Speed (Swing cooldown) by
10%.Utility4Electrical SteelConductiveIronCobaltHardCarbonMagnesiumMagneticWhen you attack a mob or break a block, items on the ground are magnetized to you, (further pickup reach?).Utility4IronInvarNickelMomentumMining blocks consecutively increases mining speed.Once you stop mining, the increase resets.Mining
Speed4CobaltToughAlloyNature's WrathHas about a 20% chance to set the target on fire for 3 seconds. (bug)Miscellaneous6AquamarineAridiculousGives 'slightly' better protection when in desert/nether biomes.Raw Defence Bonus6NetherrackAutoforgeWhen on fire, repairs each piece by 1 durability per damage tick.While in lava, repairs each piece
by 3 durability per damage tick.Durability4Magma Slime(Orange)BaconliciousHas about a 15% chance of dropping a Tinkers' Construct bacon.Miscellaneous5Pig IronBlessedUndead mobs receive 15 seconds of weakness when they attackyou.Status Effect6SilverMagnesiumBouncyWhen you fall from 2+ blocks, you bounce the same way
Tinkers'Construct slime boots bounce you.Miscellaneous6Slime(Green)Slime(Blue)CalcicDrinking Milk gives you Regen 4 (20 sec) and repairs each armor piece by 10 durability.Status Effect/Durability6BoneCam Dai BayIs supposed to apply your negative effects to the attacker if you're blocking but doesn't (bug?).Status Effect5AlumiteCheapTool
gains extra durability from repairing.Durability4StoneCombustibleWhen you're on fire, any mobs within 6 blocks of you are also lit on fire.Effect lasts 4 seconds dealing 8 damage (4 hearts).Damage5FirewoodDenseYour armor lasts longer when it has less durability.Durability5BronzeBoronIridiumDenseThis is the tool version of the Dense trait, and
does not applyto armor.N/AN/ARefinedObsidianDramaticHas a small chance to heal the wearer when taking fatal damage.Miscellaneous6KnightslimeDunans TransportWhen mounted, you get Strength 1 for 1:30.Status Effect6AlumiteDuritaeTool has about a 40% chance to not use durability.Durability5ObsidianDuritaeThis is the tool version of the
Duritae trait, and does not applyto armor.N/AN/ASoulariumRefinedObsidianEnderportI would assume it has a chance to teleport you away whenattacked, but doesn't seems to be doing anything.Miscellaneous4End(End Stone)FeatherweightReduces fall damage dependant on how many pieces with thistrait you are wearing.Special Defence
Bonus6CobaltMagnesiumGood Friday AgreementIron Golems will not attack you while you're wearing this armor.Miscellaneous4EmeraldHeavyCompletely negates knockback for yourself.Miscellaneous6LeadThoriumUraniumIndomitableGives +1 armor point (bars above health bar) per piece withthis trait.Special Defence
Bonus7SteelBoronInfernalGives 'slightly' better protection against non-nether mobs.Raw Defence Bonus6NetherrackInvariantDisables terrain damage from nearby explosionsMiscellaneous4InvarInvigoratingEach armor piece worn with this trait adds +4 (2 hearts) max health.Utility8KnightslimeLightweightGives a speed bonus equal to a little less
than Speed 1 whilewearing a full set with this trait.Status Effect4CobaltHard CarbonLightweightThis is the tool version of the Lightweight trait, and does not applyto armor.N/AN/AElectricalSteelConductiveIronMagneticYou can pick up items from further away. The Wiki contains a page with further information. If you are put into HTML View use one
of these links to switch to a less populated copy.Copy #1 #2 the modpack you're playing does not have one of the materials listed below then default to these, as they will be in any modpack with Tinkers'.Sword BladeTool HeadTool Rod/HandleBinding/ExtraBow LimbCore (Armor)Plates (Armor)Trim
(Armor)Best:ManyullynCobaltCobaltArditeCobaltAlumiteSpongeArditeSecond Best:Just do Iron, Iron is a good all-round early game material.ManyullynIroncaptain's logEmboss with Paper to get an extra modifier, but that's pretty much the only useful vanilla embossment.april 3rd, 2022it's been a long timeHow to obtain each materials listed hereI've
been really busygot a new jobapprentice crane operator>>> PlusTic must be added in order for any of these materials to show up. They stop after a while.Damage/Mining Speed/Damage5End SteelEnd(End Stone)IridiumAridiculousTool deals about 30% more damage when in hot biomes.Tool mines 25% faster when in hot biomes (Desert, Nether,
etc).Damage/Mining Speed5NetherrackDevil's Strength +2 Attack Damage to non-overworld mobs.Raw Damage5InvarOsmiridiumBlack QuartzDirectTeleports mined blocks directly into your inventory.Utility5VibrantAlloyElementalWhen a gravity affected block is broken, all identical blocksabove it are also broken at the cost of just 1 durability. So
you mostly want durability traits on the Bow, and damaging traits on the Arrows.MaterialSpecial Bonus'Bow Limb #1Best = DiamatineDamage (11) - Range (2) - Drawspeed (1.43 sec) - Durability (1,700)↕↕ Both are very good materials ↕↕2nd Best = SupremiumDamage (7.32) - Range (2.35) - Drawspeed (0.75 sec) - Durability (5,520)Bow Limb
#2Best = DiamatineDamage (11) - Range (2) - Drawspeed (1.43 sec) - Durability (1,700)↕↕ Both are very good materials ↕↕2nd Best = SupremiumDamage (7.32) - Range (2.35) - Drawspeed (0.75 sec) - Durability (5,520)BowstringBest = Flamestring1.2x durability multiplier - no special traits (Added with Natura)2nd Best = String1x durability
multiplier - no special traits↓↓ EXTRA ↓↓Tough Binding (Longbow Only)Best = SoulariumExtreme durability bonusFinal Stats (Before Modifiers)(Best Materials)NotesBonus Damage11 DamageDrawspeed is the number of seconds it takes to fully draw the bow. It still uses the durability normally.N/AN/AYrdeenPortedI was running around a cave like
a chicken with its head cut off for 20 mins right-clicking EVERYTHING and nothing happened.N/AN/AAstriumPulverisingJust straight up deletes about ~60% of what you mine.Miscellaneous1MeteoriteResonanceCauses nearby enemies to 'lunge' towards you.Miscellaneous1VibraniumRevivingThis is another one of those, "Why can't mod devs just
explain their shit" moments. High chance for 0-1 extra damage and low chance for 4-5 extra damage.Damage6DiamatineMusic of the SpheresPress to open a 1-slot gui that can only hold music disks. 15 HP lost ^ 0.6 = +5 attack damageDamage9RubySignalumHail HydraWhen taking damage you get absorption 4 (90 sec).Nearby hostile mobs take
explosion damage when you're holding the tool.Status Effect9ChaoticHeartsWhen you are at 1/2 heart = tool's normal damage +3.5%When you are at full health = tool’s normal attack damage +70%Damage9RestoniaBlind BanditHas about a 50% chance to spawn a 'Blind Bandit' whenever youattack or are attacked while holding this tool. For
crashes: Steps to reproduce ForgeModLoader-client-0.log (the FML log) from the root folder of the client Licenses Code, Textures and binaries are licensed under the MIT License. When you are about to take a killing hit, 8Ender Pearls can be consumed from your inventory to teleport you away.Utility5NickelPortly GentlemanShift+Right click an
entity to capture it 'inside' your tool at the cost of 20 durability and ‘release key’ (default 0) to release it.Utility5EnderiumFluix CrystalPsigemWyvernStarfishyUse to set a spawnpoint. It’s special Tinkers’ bacon that is uncraftable by default.Miscellaneous3Pig IronBlind BanditHas about a 50% chance to spawn a 'Blind Bandit' whenever youattack or
are attacked while holding this tool. Raw Damage3BoneMirabile VisuAny stone blocks immediately touching you can turn into Gold ore (1 durability) or Diamond ore (5 durability) while holding the tool at a rate of about 1 block/min.Miscellaneous3MirionNature's BlessingSmall chance to drop bread from killing mobs and mining blocks. 8,000/12,000
durability does 33 Damage (16.5 hearts) to an Enderman.Damage/Durability10PrismarineSubterraneanUses about 25% less durability when below Y=62.Durability6ArditeDenseYour armor lasts longer when it has less durability.Durability5BronzeBoronIridiumDuritaeTool has about a 40% chance to not use
durability.Durability5ObsidianPetravidityHas about a 10% chance to repair 3-5 durability when taking damage if you're standing near stone.Durability5ArditeSynergyWill repair itself if you have Steeleaves in your Hotbar.The more steeleaves you have in your hotbar, the faster it repairs.Durability5SteeleafAutoforgeWhen on fire, repairs each piece by
1 durability per damage tick.While in lava, repairs each piece by 3 durability per damage tick.Durability4Magma Slime(Orange)CheapTool gains extra durability from repairing.Durability4StoneAbsorbentYou take about 25% less damage when in water/rain.Miscellaneous7SpongeMagneticYou can pick up items from further away. Embossment does
not require a modifier.After embossment, the sword still only 5-shots the Wither, but comes a lot closer to 4-shotting it. (Great for fighting Withers)CoFH Core adds Wither Potions you can drink to give yourself Wither.2nd Best = SteelAdds 1 armor bar (bars above health bar) per piece.EmbossmentBest = KnightslimeAdds +2 hearts for every armor
piece with this trait worn.Final Stats (Before Modifiers)(Best Materials)NotesDefence84.54 Defence1.5 FULL armor bars (50% more than full Diamond armor) with full set.Toughness117.5 ToughnessDurability19,744 DurabilityModifiers3 ModifiersModifiers to AddFirst PrioritySecond PriorityThird PriorityAny Other1-5 Levels of Reinforced Modifier1
Level of 8 Resistant Modifiers3 Levels of Redstone (Walking Speed)1 Gauntlet of Power (+15% attack damage)Only if you plan on making the armorGreatly increases your defence1 Invisible Ink (makes armor invisible)unbreakable.NotesTo Emboss an armor piece, put it into a Armor Forge, and combine it with; 1 Gold Block and 3 different color Slime
Crystals (1 green, 1 blue, 1 orange) and any armor part that would go into that armor piece. High chance for 0-1 extra damage and low chance for 4-5 extra damage.Damage6DiamatineNature's PowerAfter attacking a mob, 20% chance to do any of the following: Give player Speed 1 (5 sec), Strength 1 (5 sec) or set target on fire (3 sec)Status
Effect6TopazProsperousHas about a 1/300 chance of dropping a prosperity shard when mining a block.Utility6BaseEssenceInferiumPrudentiumIntermediumSuperiumSupremiumSpikyWhen mobs attack you while you are holding a tool with the Spiky traitthe attacker takes damage equal to the attack damage of the tool itself.Defence6CactusStop
Being SelfishThe closer another player is to the attacker, the more damage thetool does. Doing this, gives allthe traits of the material being used onto the armor while keeping all traits currently applied. They stop after about 30 mins.Raw Defence Bonus Durability7End(End Stone)IridiumAmbitiousYou gain x2 XP for mob
kills.Miscellaneous6CopperTough AlloyBoronNitrideAquaspeedYou swim at normal walking/sprinting speed in water.Doesn't seem to do anything in rain. Raw Damage/Mining Speed6Naga ScaleSteeleafFieryKnightly(Knightmetal)UnnaturalIncreases Mining speed by 1 for every level it is above the required mining level.Mining Speed7Energetic
AlloyDark SteelEnd SteelKnightslimeReinforcedPink SlimeUpliftingHas about a 50% chance to give you Regen 3 for 5 seconds whenbreaking a block or attacking.Status Effect5ChocolateVanishingChance to teleport enemies away.Utility3VibrantAlloyPulsatingIronVindictiveHas a 20% chance to heal the player by either 1 or 1/2 heart for every hit.
About a 50% chance to gain 2 hearts from killing a mob.Miscellaneous3KryonitePeridotNature's PowerAfter attacking a mob, 20% chance to do any of the following: Give player Speed 1 (5 sec), Strength 1 (5 sec) or set target on fire (3 sec)Status Effect6TopazNature's WrathHas about a 20% chance to set the target on fire for 3 seconds. READ NOTE >Utility4FieryFirewoodLightweightIncreases Mining Speed and Attack Speed (Swing cooldown) by 10%.Utility4Electrical SteelConductiveIronCobaltHardCarbonMagnesiumMagneticWhen you attack a mob or break a block, items on the ground are magnetized to you, (further pickup reach?).Utility4IronInvarNickelShockingRunning, breaking blocks
and hitting things charges your tool.Once charged, the next mob you hit or block you break discharges it.Utility4Electrical SteelRedstoneAlloyElectrumAmberVanishingChance to teleport enemies away.Utility3VibrantAlloyPulsatingIronWell-EstablishedBlocks mined and mobs killed using this tool give slightly more
xp.Utility3CopperOsmiumPricklyCITATION NEEDEDUNKNOWNUNKNOWNCactusTinkers' Construct 1.12.2 Armor Material TraitsThese colors help to show which parts any material has any specific trait as."Raw Defence Bonus" just increases defence passively.Measured on a scale of 1-10Has Trait asall 3Has Trait asPlates/TrimHas Trait asCoreHas
Trait asPlatesHas Trait asTrim"Special Defence Bonus" has special conditions.10 = Fantastic 1 = Really BadTrait NameWhat the Trait doesTrait typeUsefulnessMaterials that have the TraitSpinyDeals damage to the attacker at the cost of durabilityDamage7CactusBoron NitrideVoltaicAfter you receive 22 hits, your armor 'charges' and the next hit will
deal 8 damage (4 hearts) to all nearby targets.Damage6ElectrumCombustibleWhen you're on fire, any mobs within 6 blocks of you are also lit on fire.Effect lasts 4 seconds dealing 8 damage (4 hearts).Damage5FirewoodRoughThe more durability lost, the more damage getting hit does to the attacker. It's hardto keep a testing subject alive long enough
to get measurements.Damage10ChaoticBloody MaryFor every 1/2 heart the target has lost, you gain more damage.HP lost^0.6 - eg. NOTE ->Raw Damage8PrismarineBoronNitrideCold-BloodedTool does 50% more damage to targets at full health.Raw Damage6ManyullynCrude +5% damage vs unarmored targets.Raw
Damage6RedstoneAlloyConductiveIronFlintLitheriteBlack QuartzVoid Crystal (Void)Hell-ish +4 Damage vs non-nether mobsRaw Damage6SoulariumNetherrackHoly +5 Attack Damage vs undead enemies.Raw Damage6Energetic AlloySilverMagnesiumDevil's Strength +2 Attack Damage to non-overworld mobs.Raw Damage5InvarOsmiridiumBlack
QuartzFractured +1.5 Attack Damage.Raw Damage3BoneSplinteringConsecutive hits deal +0.5 attack damage. Does not stack with other parts that have the same trait.Modifier5MagicalWoodMoldableHead = +1 ModifierHead + Handle/Extra = +2 ModifiersModifier5ChocolateNick of TimeUse to set a spawnpoint. Also causes any mobs killed to
have a small chance of dropping an Ender Pearl.Utility5ProxiiDarkI would assume it makes you do more damage at night, but it doesn't seem to do anything.N/AN/APalladiumDecayEvery second, your tool will lose any 1 of the following; -1 max durability, -0.01 mining speed or -0.01 attack damage.Durability/Mining
Speed/Damage1NucleumDissolvingAbout 80% of the time mobs won't drop xp, but the 20% of the time when they do drop xp, they drop 2x more. In this case, you would want to put a Restonia Arrow Head onto it. Use to teleport to it.Use on an inventory (chest) for blocks mined to be teleported into it.Large Plate (Head)Best = Refined ObsidianReally
good durabilityHas a 40% chance to not use durability.Lower durability = higher chance to not use durability.2nd Best = Enchanted Metal4x XP boost from mining blocks and killing mobs.Tough Binding (Extra)Best = SoulariumExtreme durability increase2nd Best = ArditeHas about a 25% chance to not use durability when mining.Tough Tool Rod
(Handle)Best = Reinforced Pink SlimeExtreme durability increaseIncreases mining speed the higher it's mining level is above the required one.2nd Best = Pink SlimeNot quite as extreme durability increase but still greatChoose any one, they're all usefulEmbossmentOsgloglas Tool RodUse to set home point. (Top=Best, Bottom=Worst)V V V V V V
VBow LimbBowstringArrow ShaftFletchingMaterialDurabilityDrawspeedRangeDamageModMaterialModifierModMaterialModifierAmmoModMaterialModifierAccuracyMod ↓ Sorted ↓ ↓ Sorted ↓ ↓ Sorted ↓ ↓ Sorted ↓Chaotic10,0000.43424Draconic EvolutionFlamestring1.2NaturaSugar Cane1.520VanillaTitanium1.3100%Tech
RebornAwakened5,0000.532.820Draconic EvolutionString1VanillaNaga Scale1.420Twilight ForestTitanium1.3100%Vulpes LibraryInfinity7,0000.52.816AvaritiaSlimevine (Blue)1Tinkers' ConstructTreated Wood1.20Immersive EngineeringSlimeleaf (Blue)1.2580%Tinkers' ConstructAethium2,2002.63312Environmental TechSlimevine (Pink)1Tinkers'
ConstructAmber15Biomes O' PlentySlimeleaf (Orange)1.2580%Tinkers' ConstructWyvern2,0000.62211Draconic EvolutionVines1VanillaLivingwood16BotaniaSlimeleaf (Pink)1.2580%Tinkers' ConstructDiamatine1,7001.43211Actually AdditionsHemp Fiber1Immersive EngineeringWood10VanillaInvar1.15100%Thermal
FoundationTerrasteel1,5621.82211BotaniaSoularium0.75Ender IOEnderium11.2Thermal FoundationRaven's Feather1.1595%Twilight ForestOsmiridium1,3002.632.0510PlusTicTNT0.950VanillaNickel1.0595%Thermal FoundationDark Steel5503.332.59Ender IOIce0.950VanillaFeather1100%VanillaSteel5402.529Immersive
EngineeringBone0.95VanillaSteeleaf0.8100%Twilight ForestEnd Steel4003.332.59Ender IOBlaze Rod0.83VanillaLeaf1.550%VanillaOsgloglas2,8001.671.88.2PlusTicFiery0.80Twilight ForestEnderium8001.111.98Thermal FoundationEnd Rod0.71VanillaPlatinum7201.181.88Thermal FoundationSteeleaf0.610Twilight
ForestIonite1,9002.6338Environmental TechElementium5401.251.57.5BotaniaSupremium5,5200.752.357.32Mystical AgricultureImportant Notes!!!Emeradic1,4000.9127Actually AdditionsAlumite7001.541.67PlusTicTopaz6902.51.47Biomes O' PlentyWhen making a bow with 2 bowlimbs of different materials, the stats of the final Bow is determined
by averaging the values between the bowlimbs.Bloodwood5500.621.47NaturaFor Example; when using a Chaotic Bowlimb with a Wyvern Bowlimb.....Fusewood4301.4327NaturaThaumium4001.431.37ThaumcraftChaotic BowlimbFinal BowWyvern BowlimbPig Iron3801.671.47Tinkers' Construct10,000 Durability>> -4,000 >>6,000
DurabilityMiscellaneous5CertusQuartzElementiumEmeraldEnderferencePrevents Endermen from Teleporting.At level 1 this effect lasts 5 seconds.Utility6Dark SteelEnd SteelEnd(End Stone)EnderiumEvil AuraWhen holding the tool, any grass or dirt paths you walk on willturn into dirt.Miscellaneous1Evil InfusedIronExperience BoostGives 4x more XP
when mining and attacking.Utility6EnchantedMetalFlammableBlocking attacks blocks any fire damage that would be inflicted to you and getting hit sets the attacker on fire while holding this tool.Defence4FierySoulariumMagma Slime(Orange)Fractured +1.5 Attack Damage. Also spawns fire around the explosion.Miscellaneous1TiberiumWhirlNo
matter what I do, I can't get this thing to work. Embossment does not require a modifier.Adding the modifiers in the order shown above is important as it will give you cool-looking red and black armor.Laser GunMaterialSpecial Bonus'Laser MediumBest = Refined GlowstoneBest damage (10) and best range (40)2nd Best = DiamatineBest damage (10)
and great range (24)Pipe Piece (Head)Best = OsgloglasBest base damage (11) and all hits on Players and Bosses are crits.2nd Best = SupremiumBest damage (11) and killed mobs can drop Prosperity Shards.Battery CellBest = Manyullyn120,000 RF capacity and +50% damage to targets at full health.2nd Best = Restonia260,000 RF capacity - no
useful Laser Gun buff.Tough Tool Rod (Handle)Best = RestoniaLow Durability, but gives +70% damage to targets when you're at full health.2nd Best = Reinforced Pink SlimeBest durabilityEmbossmentBest = Signalum Tough RodThe more health the target has lost, the more damage you do.Final Stats (Before Modifiers)(Best
Materials)NotesDamage11 Attack DamageUsing the 'Best' materials listed above is important as their traits all complement each other.Durability3,080 DurabilityUsing another material in place on one of these will reduce the effectiveness of the Laser Gun.Modifiers2 ModifiersRF Capacity120,000 RFModifiers to AddFirst PrioritySecond PriorityThird
PriorityAny Other (Embossment)Max out Quartz (Damage)Max out Lapis (Looting)Unbreakable Modifiers x5To make your Laser Gun much more effective, you MUST5 Modifiers worth of 72 Quartz each1 Modifier of 360 LapisMax out Redstone (Attack Speed)Emboss it with a Signalum Tough Rod. doesn't work on mobs, unable to test in
Singleplayer.Damage6PladiumSuperheatDeals +35% bonus damage to enemies on fire.Damage6FieryMagma Slime(Orange)SynergyWill repair itself if you have Steeleaves in your Hotbar.The more steeleaves you have in your hotbar, the faster it repairs.Durability5SteeleafTastyTool will use 5 durability to restore 0.5 hunger points withno saturation
until your health is full.Utility5Pig IronChocolateTerrafirmaHeals the player when holding it. Combine that with Sand in anInduction Smelter.Flame StringNaturaKill Heatscar Spiders in the NetherThey drop 1-3 string each.Fluix CrystalApplied Energistics 2Throw 1 Redstone, 1 Quartz and 1Charged Certus Quartz into water.InferiumMystical
AgricultureMystical AggraditionsEasily obtained just by killing things orfarming Mystical Agriculture crops.KnightslimeTinkers' ConstructAn alloy made from 1 Iron Ingot, 1 PurpleSlime Ball and 4 Cobblestone.ManyullynTinkers' ConstructAn alloy made from 1 Cobalt and 1Ardite.MicaEnvironmental TechA material generated by a Tier 1 (andhigher)
Void Resource Miner.OsgloglasMekanismAn alloy made from 1 Refined Obsidian,1 Refined Glowstone and 1 Osmium.Pink SlimeIndustrial ForegoingUse a Mob Slaughter Factory to killstuff and it will produce Pink Slime.Raven's FeatherTwilight ForestKill a Raven in the Twilight Forest.(it's a little black bird, they're everywhere)Refined
GlowstoneMekanismCombine Osmium and Glowstone Dustin an Osmium Compressor.Refined ObsidianMekanismCombine Osmium and Refined ObsidianDust in an Osmium Compressor.Reinforced Pink SlimeIndustrial ForegoingCombine 2,000 mb of Pink Slime with 1Iron Ingot to make 1 Pink Slime Ingot.RestoniaActually AdditionsUse an Atomic
Reconstructor on 1Redstone DustSignalumThermal FoundationCraft 3 Pulverized Copper, 1 PulverizedSilver, and 1 Destabilized RedstoneBucket together to make 4 SignalumBlend. They stop after a while.Damage/Mining Speed/Durability5End SteelEnd(End Stone)IridiumSpikyWhen mobs attack you while you are holding a tool with the Spiky
traitthe attacker takes damage equal to the attack damage of the tool itself.Defence6CactusHeavyWhile holding a tool with the Heavy trait, you will receive NO knockback.Defence5LeadFlammableBlocking attacks blocks any fire damage that would be inflicted to you and getting hit sets the attacker on fire while holding this
tool.Defence4FierySoulariumMagma Slime(Orange)StiffBlocking with a battlesign deals 0.3 hearts of damage to the attacker, while also knocking them back.Defence3SteelBoronPsicologicalDoesn't seem to use any durability. Once a disk is placed inside, it will play it.Miscellaneous1AethiumSplintersWhen mining blocks or attacking enemies, there is
a random chanceyou will take damage.*** READ NOTE ->Miscellaneous1SoulariumWhisperingWill occasionally say in chat random 'demonic' messages. Effect only lasts 3 seconds after you stop attacking.Status Effect4TanzaniteNature's WrathHas about a 20% chance to set the target on fire for 3 seconds. Use to teleport to it.Use on an inventory
(chest) for blocks mined to be teleported into it.Large Plate #1 (Head)Best = Refined ObsidianReally good durabilityHas a 40% chance to not use durability.Lower durability = higher chance to not use durability.Large Plate #2 (Head)Best = Enchanted Metal4x XP boost from mining blocks and killing mobs.Tough Tool Rod (Handle)Best = Reinforced
Pink SlimeExtreme durability increaseIncreases mining speed the higher it's mining level is above the required one.2nd Best = Pink SlimeNot quite as extreme durability increase but still greatEmbossmentBest = Copper Tool RodAll blocks mined/mobs killed give slightly more XP. It says it's supposed to repair itself on certain blocks (and I assume
those would be nature blocks like wood/leaves/grass) but it doesn't seem to have any effect on repairing the tool. Lower is faster.Range Multiplier2 Range MultiplierDrawspeed3.21 DrawspeedDurability8,366 DurabilityModifiers to AddFirst PrioritySecond PriorityAny OtherMax out Redstone (Drawspeed)Unbreakable Modifiers x5There isn't any other
useful modifiers to add to a bow. They stop after about 30 mins.Raw Defence Bonus Durability7End(End Stone)IridiumAridiculousGives 'slightly' better protection when in desert/nether biomes.Raw Defence Bonus6NetherrackInfernalGives 'slightly' better protection against non-nether mobs.Raw Defence Bonus6NetherrackInvigoratingEach armor
piece worn with this trait adds +4 (2 hearts) max health.Special Defence Bonus8KnightslimeShieldingAbout 25% resistance to Poison/Wither damage.Special Defence Bonus8LeadIndomitableGives +1 armor point (bars above health bar) per piece withthis trait.Special Defence Bonus7SteelBoronPridefulHas about about a 25% chance when attacked
to greatly reduce damage taken for 5 seconds at the cost of using x2 durability.Special Defence Bonus7ManyullynHard CarbonSkeletalAdds 0.5 toughness to each armor piece.Special Defence Bonus7BoneDramaticHas a small chance to heal the wearer when taking fatal damage.Special Defence Bonus6KnightslimeFeatherweightReduces fall damage
dependant on how many pieces with thistrait you are wearing.Special Defence Bonus6CobaltMagnesiumMundaneGives bonus protection against unarmed attackers.Special Defence Bonus5FlintBlessedUndead mobs receive 15 seconds of weakness when they attackyou.Status Effect6SilverMagnesiumCam Dai BayIs supposed to apply your negative
effects to the attacker if you're blocking but doesn't (bug?).Status Effect5AlumiteDunans TransportWhen mounted, you get Strength 1 for 1:30.Status Effect6AlumiteLightweightGives a speed bonus equal to a little less than Speed 1 whilewearing a full set with this trait.Status Effect4CobaltHard CarbonPoisonousIs supposed to give poison to attackers
but doesn't. Using multiple parts with Writable DOES NOT add any more than 1 extra modifier.Modifier3RedstoneAlloyPaperProsperityShardPricklyAfter a target is hit, the tool will deal a random amount of cactus type damage (ignores armor). 6,000 durability is about 5 durability/min.Durability4TreatedWoodLivingwoodWoodElementalWhen a
gravity affected block is broken, all identical blocksabove it are also broken at the cost of just 1 durability. Has about an 80% chance to heal the player for 0.5 or 1 heart.Status Effect4MalachiteErodiumShockingRunning, breaking blocks and hitting things charges your tool.Once charged, the next mob you hit or block you break discharges
it.Utility4Electrical SteelRedstoneAlloyElectrumAmberSlimeyWhen killing a mob or breaking a block, there is a small chance to spawna baby (green) slime at the mob’s feet, or in place of the broken block.Miscellaneous4Slime(Green)Slime(Blue)Slime(Pink)ReinforcedPink SlimeStoneboundThe lower your tools durability, the faster it mines. It’s
special Tinkers’ bacon that is uncraftable by default.Miscellaneous3Pig IronMirabile VisuAny stone blocks immediately touching you can turn into Gold ore (1 durability) or Diamond ore (5 durability) while holding the tool at a rate of about 1 block/min.Miscellaneous3MirionNature's BlessingSmall chance to drop bread from killing mobs and mining
blocks. (Top=Best, Bottom=Worst)V V V V V V VBow LimbBowstringArrow ShaftFletchingMaterialDurabilityDrawspeedRangeDamageModMaterialModifierModMaterialModifierAmmoModMaterialModifierAccuracyMod ↓ Sorted ↓ ↓ Sorted ↓ ↓ Sorted ↓ ↓ Sorted ↓Chaotic10,0000.43424Draconic EvolutionFlamestring1.2NaturaSugar
Cane1.520VanillaTitanium1.3100%Tech RebornInfinity7,0000.52.816AvaritiaString1VanillaNaga Scale1.420Twilight ForestTitanium1.3100%Vulpes LibrarySupremium5,5200.752.357.32Mystical AgricultureSlimevine (Blue)1Tinkers' ConstructTreated Wood1.20Immersive EngineeringSlimeleaf (Blue)1.2580%Tinkers'
ConstructAwakened5,0000.532.820Draconic EvolutionSlimevine (Pink)1Tinkers' ConstructAmber15Biomes O' PlentySlimeleaf (Orange)1.2580%Tinkers' ConstructOsgloglas2,8001.671.88.2PlusTicVines1VanillaLivingwood16BotaniaSlimeleaf (Pink)1.2580%Tinkers' ConstructReinforced Pink Slime2,8000.074.73Industrial ForegoingHemp
Fiber1Immersive EngineeringWood10VanillaInvar1.15100%Thermal FoundationSuperium2,7600.831.915.94Mystical AgricultureSoularium0.75Ender IOEnderium11.2Thermal FoundationRaven's Feather1.1595%Twilight ForestRefined Obsidian2,50050.4-1MekanismTNT0.950VanillaNickel1.0595%Thermal
FoundationAethium2,2002.63312Environmental TechIce0.950VanillaFeather1100%VanillaPink Slime2,0000.074.73Tinkers' ConstructBone0.95VanillaSteeleaf0.8100%Twilight ForestWyvern2,0000.62211Draconic EvolutionBlaze Rod0.83VanillaLeaf1.550%VanillaMirion1,9190.741.55.5PlusTicFiery0.80Twilight ForestIonite1,9002.6338Environmental
TechEnd Rod0.71VanillaDiamatine1,7001.43211Actually AdditionsSteeleaf0.610Twilight ForestPladium1,6002.042.26.5Environmental TechTerrasteel1,5621.82211BotaniaSoularium1,555100.50Ender IOImportant Notes!!!Plastic1,5000.054.22.5Industrial ForegoingEmeradic1,4000.9127Actually AdditionsIntermedium1,3800.931.634.02Mystical
AgricultureWhen making a bow with 2 bowlimbs of different materials, the stats of the final Bow is determined by averaging the values between the bowlimbs.Osmiridium1,3002.632.0510PlusTicFor Example; when using a Chaotic Bowlimb with a Wyvern Bowlimb.....Kryonite1,3001.671.65Environmental TechEmerald1,2220.9110.9VanillaChaotic
BowlimbFinal BowWyvern BowlimbAmethyst1,2001.541.76.5Biomes O' Plenty10,000 Durability>> -4,000 >>6,000 Durability
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